List of open or partly-free ejournals indexed by JURN.org, at the end of 2nd April 2011.

See the JURN weblog (via links on www.jurn.org) for any updates to this list.

JURN is meant primarily as an index of English-language open access ejournals. Non-English journals are also indexed, although not in a comprehensive manner. The majority of journals or magazines indexed are “open access” or largely “full-text” - but JURN also indexes those that offer significant free full-text content (e.g.: all of their book reviews, or some of their older archives), without the need for registration or other barriers. Newsletters are indexed only if they have substantial articles, conference reports and/or book reviews. Journals offering only tables-of-contents and/or abstracts are not indexed by JURN.

[Inter]sections (Undergraduate American Studies journal, University of Bucharest)
19 : interdisciplinary studies in the long nineteenth century
19&20
2001 Group e-journal
21st Century Music
3C Media (community media journal)
3L : Language, Linguistics, Literature.
4S2oF : journal of literary theory and comparative literature
49thparallel
716 craft.design (official publication of Craft Australia)
91st Meridian
A list apart magazine (ALA)
AAHM Newsletter (American Association for the History of Medicine)
AAPA ejournals archive (AAPA zines)
AATF French Review
ABAC Journal
Abalone Moon
Abbey Newsletter (preservation issues in libraries)
Abel Martín : revista de estudios sobre Antonio Machado
Absent Magazine
Absinthe Literary Review
Abstracta : Linguagem, Mente & Acao (Philosophy)
Abstracta Iranica
Abu Dhabi Islands Archaeological Survey Newsletter
Academe
Academia
Academy for Torah Initiatives and Directions journal
Acadiensis : Journal of the History of the Atlantic Region
Access : History
ACE : architecture, city and environment
Achemenet
Aches Quarterly
Acidemic : journal of film and media
ACLS Occasional Studies series
ACME
Acontracorriente : Journal on Social History and Literature in Latin America
ACOR Newsletter
Acropolis
Across the Disciplines : interdisciplinary perspectives on language, learning, and academic writing
Acta Historica Tallinnensia
Acta Linguistica
Acta Literararia
Acta Orientalia Vilnensia
Acta Scientiarum : Language and Culture
Acta Slavica Iaponica : journal of Slavic research center, Hokkaido University
Acta terrae septemcastrensis
Acta Theologica
Acta Turistica Nova
Acta Universitatis Nicolai Copernici : Nauki Humanistyczno-Społeczne : Filologia Polska
Actes d'Història de la Ciència i de la Tècnica
Action, Criticism and Theory for Music Education
Actors’ Centre Online Journal
Actors’ Centre Online Journal
Ad versus : revista de semiótica
Adalya : The Annual of the Suna & Inan KIRAC Research Institute on Mediterranean Civilizations
Adler Museum Bulletin (History of medicine)
Adobe Design Centre : Thinktank
Adoranten (ancient rock carvings)
Adrias
ADS library
AE : Canadian Aesthetics Journal
Aegaeum (Archeology of the Aegean and the Mediterranean)
Aegis Humanities Journal (Otterbein University Humanities Journal)
Aeon : Forum fur junge Geschichtswissenschaft
AERAGRAM : official newsletter of Ancient Egypt Research Associates
Aesthetics (International Edition) (Japanese Society for Aesthetics)
Aesthetics online
Aestimatio : Critical Reviews in the History of Science
Aetas : történettudományi folyóirat
Aether
Aether : journal of media geography
Affinities : A Journal of Radical Theory, Culture, and Action
Africa & Asia: Goteborg Working Papers on Asian and African Languages and Literatures
Africa Spectrum
African Arts
African Diaspora Archaeology Newsletter
African Journal of History and Culture (academicjournals.org)
African Musicology Online (Maseno University, Kenya)
African Studies
African studies quarterly : the online journal for African studies
Africana libraries newsletter
Africana Libraries Newsletter (just indexing the book reviews)
Afrikanistik Online
AfroEuropa
After all
After Culture
After Culture : Emergent Anthropologies
Afterall
Afterimage
Ag magazine
Age of Johnson
Agora (Lynchburg College undergraduate journal for scholarly papers)
Agora : an online graduate journal
Agora8
Agricultural History Society journal
Agulha : revista de cultura
AHRC Podium magazine
AHRC Research Centre for Cross-Cultural Music and Dance Performance newsletter
AJ : Architects' Journal
Ajos y zafiros
Akademi : Journal of Southeast Asia Social Sciences and Humanities
Akroterion : Journal for the Classics in South Africa
Akrylic : contemporary art criticism
Al Fikr As-Syyasi
Al Jadid : a review and record of Arab culture and arts
Al Nakhlah : the Fletcher School Online Journal ... Southwest Asia and Islamic Civilization
Alam al-Bina (architectural magazine of The Center of Planning and Architectural Studies in Cairo)
ALAN review
Al-Andalus Magreb : estudios árabes e islámicos
Alaska Journal of Art
Al-Bardiyyat : newsletter of the International Society for Arabic Papyrology
Alchemy Journal
Alexandria Biblioteka
Alfa : revista de lingusitica
Al-Hikmat (Undated. Two issues, in English/Urdu. Dept. of Philosophy, University of the Punjab)
Alki : The Washington Library Association Journal
Al-Mawqif al-Adabi
Almost Island
Alpata : a journal of history (Scholarly student journal at the University of Florida)
Alpha : revista de artes, letras y filosofía

al-Qantara

Al-Qantara : revista de estudios Árabes

Al-Raida (quarterly of the Institute for Women’s Studies in the Arab World, Lebanese American University)

Al-Tawhid : A Quarterly Journal of Islamic Thought & Culture

Alterites

Altertexto

Altitude : an e-journal of emerging humanities work

Altreitalie : journal for the study of Italian Migrations

Amalgam

Ámbitos : revista andaluza de comunicación

América sin nombre

American Book Review

American Cinematographer

American Communication Journal

American Diplomacy

American Ethnography

American Heritage (articles only)

American Jewish Archives Journal

American Jewish Yearbook

American Journal of Archeology (free book reviews only)

American Journalism Review

American Monastic Newsletter

American Musicology Society Newsletter

American Numismatic Society Magazine

American Printing History Association Newsletter

American Research Institute in Turkey : newsletter
American Scholar, The
American Society of Business and Behavioral Sciences e-journal
American Studies (with American Studies International)
American Studies International
American Studies Journal (Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg)
American Studies Journals
American Studies Today
American Theological Enquiry
American@
Americana : ejournal of American studies in Hungary
Americana : the journal of American popular culture
Ameriquests
Amirani (the peoples, cultures and languages of the Caucasus)
AMISTAD : The online undergraduate literary magazine of the Howard University Department of English.
Amnis
Amphora (classical studies)
Amphora : journal of the Alcuin Society
a-n : artists’ newsletter
Anais de Filosofia Classica
Anais do museu paulista
Anais do Museu Paulista (Museu Paulista, Universidade de Sao Paulo)
Analecta Hermeneutica
Analecta malacitana
Analecta Praehistorica Leidensia (free reg. required)
Analecta Romana
Anales del Instituto de Investigaciones Esteticas
Anali Zavoda za povijesne znanosti Hrvatske akademije znanosti i umjetnosti u Dubrovniku
Anals of the Croatian Political Science Association
Analyse & Kritik
Analytic Teaching and Philosophical Praxis
Anamesa : an interdisciplinary journal (New York University)
Anamnesis
Anarchist Developments in Cultural Studies
Ancient Asia
Ancient Medicine Newsletter
Andrews University Seminary Studies
Andrews University Seminary Studies (1973-2006, Biblical Studies)
Anglo Files
Anglo-Catalan Society Monographs, 1980-2010
AngloGermanica : Electronic Journal of English and German Philology
Angulo Recto
Animals (many articles on ethical issues relating to animals)
Animation studies
Animus : The Canadian Journal of Philosophy And Humanities
Anistoriton
ANMED : News of Archaeology from Anatolia’s Mediterranean Areas
An-Najah University Journal for Research : Humanities
Annales
Annales (Lublin, Poland. JURN is just indexing the series of volumes for History, Philosophy, and Arts)
Annales de démographie historique
Annales de la société historique et archéologique de Château-Thierry (1864-1950)
Annales de la société historique et archéologique de l’arrondissement de Saint-Malo (1900-1950)
Annales de la société historique et archéologique du Gâtinais (1883-1939)
Annales d’Ethiopie
Annales historiques de la Revolution francaise
Annales Instituti Archaeologici
Annales Islamologiques
Annales universitatis Apulensis : Series Historica
Annales Universitatis Apulensis : Series Philologica
Annali dalla Facolta
Annali di Architettura
Annals Of Philology
Annals of the Institute for Scientific and Art Research in Osijek
Annotated Books Recieved (American Literary Translators Association)
Annuaire de la société d'histoire et d'archéologie lorraine (1889-1980)
Annual Conference Papers of the Society for Caribbean Studies (2000-2010)
Annual of Urdu Studies
Annual of Urdu Studies (1981-1990)
Annual Report of the Anarchist Studies Network
Annual Report of The International Research Institute for Advanced Buddhology at Soka University
Annual Report of the Metropolitan Museum of Art
Annual Review of Critical Psychology (some media representation articles)
Annual Review of Education, Communication, and Language Sciences (ARECLS)
Annual Review of Islam in South Africa (ARISA), The
Anpere : anthropological perspectives on religion
Antares
Antennae
Antennae : journal of nature in visual culture
Anthology of art
Anthony Burgess Newsletter
AnthroGlobe Journal
Anthropoetics
Anthropological Notebooks (ISSN: 1408-032X)
Anthropology Matters journal
Anthropology of East Europe Review
Anthropology of Food
Anthropology Review Database
Anthropology Reviews : Dissent and Cultural Politics
Anthurium : a Caribbean studies journal
Antigonish Review
Antiphon : A Journal for Liturgical Renewal
Antípoda : revista de antropología y arqueología
Antiquarian Booksellers' Association of America Newsletter
Antiquity (free reviews and obituaries only)
Antrocom : online journal of anthropology
Antropologi Indonesia : Indonesian journal of cultural and social anthropology
Antwerp Papers in Linguistics
Anuario Antropológico
Anuario Musical
Aphrodisias Newsletter.
Aporia (Philosophy, not the same as other indexed journals of the same name)
Aporia : Dartmouth Undergraduate Journal of Philosophy
Appalachian Heritage : a literary quarterly of the Appalachian South
Apples : applied language studies
Applied semiotics
Applied Theater Researcher
Applied theatre researcher/IDEA journal
APS Proceedings Online (Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society)
Apulum : Acta Musei Apulensis

Apuntes de Egiptología

AQUINATE: REVISTA ELETRÔNICA DE ESTUDOS TOMISTAS

Arab Journal for the Humanities

Arab Journal for the Humanities (abstracts only)

Arab Linguistics Bibliography annual (2000-2009)

Arab media and society

Arachne

Arachne @ Rutgers

ARACHNION : A Journal of Ancient Literature and History on the Web

Arachnofiles : journal of European languages and cultures


Archaeo+Malacology Group Newsletter

Archaeologia Lituana

Archaeologia Polona (Polish Archaeology)

Archaeologica Adriatica

Archaeologica Scotica: transactions of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

Archaeology : a publication of the Archaeological Institute of America

Archeonautica : Archéologie navale

Archai : The Journal of Archetypal Cosmology

Arche

Archeologia

Archeologia e Calcolatori

Architect Online

Architecture Australia

ArchitectureWeek : the new magazine of design and building

Architronic
Archivar: Zeitschrift für Archivwesen

Archivaria: journal of the Association of Canadian Archivists

Archive: A Journal of Undergraduate History

Archive of African Journals (inc Glendora Review: African Quarterly on the Arts)

Archives de Sciences Sociales des Religions

Archives of popular Swahili

Archivo español de arqueología

Archivo Español de Arte

Archnet-IJAR: International Journal of Architectural Research

Arcspace.com

Arctic (1948-2009)

Argotist Online, The

Argumentum: the peer-reviewed electronic journal of the graduate school for linguistics, University of Debrecen

Arheografski Prilozi / Melanges Archeographiques

Arheoloski vestnik (Slovenian archaeology)

Arhivski vjesnik

Aria (art history)

Ariadne magazine

Ariel: a review of international English literature

ARIEL: The Israel Review of Arts and Letters

Arion: a Journal of Humanities and the Classics

Aristos: an online review of the arts edited by Louis Torres and Michelle Marder Kamhi

Arkamani: Sudan Electronic Journal of Archaeology and Anthropology


Arkeoloji sanat tarihi dergisi (1982-1992)

Arkeotek journal

ARL: A Bimonthly Report on Research Library Issues and Actions
ARL newsletter
ARLIS/NA Reviews (Art Libraries Society of North America)
ARLIS/NY News (newsletter of the Art Libraries Society of North America / New York chapter)
Arma: Newsletter of the Roman Military Equipment Conference
Arquebusier (Journal of the Pike and Shot Society)
Arqueología de la Arquitectura
Arqueología Iberoamericana
ArqueoWeb: Revista sobre Arqueología en Internet
Ars Aeterna
Ars disputandi: the online journal for philosophy of religion
Ars Orientalis
ARSC newsletter
Art & Cultural Heritage Law Newsletter
Art & research
Art + Christian Inquiry
Art and Design Research Centre papers (Sheffield Hallam University)
Art Asia Pacific
Art Bin
Art Daily
Art Ed Journal
Art in America (Just indexing the features and reviews)
Art in Translation
Art Institute of Chicago Exhibition Catalog Serial Holdings
Art Israel
Art Monthly Australia
Art New Zealand
Art Newspaper, The

Art of Record Production journal

Art on Paper

Art on the line

Art on View: the National Gallery of Australia’s quarterly magazine

Art Papers of the University of Wollongong, Australia

Art Praxis journal (community arts and arts in education)

Art Scene Iowa

Art Times

Art US

art&education papers

Artbrain.org

artcritical: the online magazine of art and ideas

ARTCULTURA: REVISTA DE HISTÓRIA, CULTURA E ARTE

ART-e-FACT: strategies of resistance

Artefakt (Institute of European Art History at the University of Heidelberg)

ARTeXeTRA

Artforum International

Arthuriana: the journal of arthurian studies

Arti musices – Croatian Musicological Review

Article 19

Artifara: revista de lenguas y literaturas ibéricas y latinoamericanas

artificial.dk

ARTMargins: contemporary central and eastern European culture

ArtMonitor

ArtNet

ArtNet.com
Artnodes: intersections between arts, sciences and technologies

Arts Editor


Arts Journal: Critical Perspectives on Contemporary Literature, History, Art and Culture

Arts on the Line: international arts journal

Artthrob: contemporary art in South Africa

as|peers: emerging voices in American Studies

Asclepio archivo Iberoamericano de historia de la medicina y antropología medica

Asdiwal

Asia Journal of Global Studies

Asia Major (Three series, 1924-2007. Chinese history)

Asia Pacific Journal of Arts and Cultural Management

Asia Pacific Media Educator

Asia Pacific: Perspectives (2001-2008)

Asia Research Institute Working Papers

Asian African and Middle East Section (AAMES) newsletter

Asian Agri-History (History of agriculture in Asia. Some articles overlap with the history of religion)

Asian American Literature: Discourses & Pedagogies

Asian and African Languages and Linguistics

Asian Art: the on-line journal for the study and exhibition of the arts of Asia

Asian Art newspaper

Asian arts

Asian Cinema Weekly

Asian Culture and History (ccsenet.org)

Asian Ethnology (formerly Asian Folklore Studies)

Asian Folklore Studies (1942-2008. Now titled ‘Asian Ethnology’)

Asian Scholar, The (Annual e-journal of the Asian Scholarship Foundation, Thailand)
Asiascape Occasional Papers
Asiatic: IIUM Journal of English Language and Literature (Malaysia, in English).
Asiatische Studien / Etudes Asiatiques
ASIEN: The German Journal on Contemporary Asia
ASLE News (formerly American Nature Writing Newsletter)
Asociación de Colombianistas
Assaph: studies in art history
Assemblage: the Sheffield graduate journal of archaeology
Assembly Language (Japanese contemporary art - reviews only)
Asseria
as-Sikka: The Online Journal of The Islamic Coins Group
Associated Students for Historic Preservation (ASHP) journal
Association for Japanese Literary Studies newsletter
Association of Contemporary Church Historians (newsletter)
Association of Contemporary Church Historians Quarterly (2009-. Contemporary German and European church history)
Astrolabia: international philosophy review
At The Edge
Atenea: bilingual journal of the humanities and social sciences
Athanor (art history)
Athena (Philosophy)
Athena Review (sample articles only)
Atlantic Unbound
Atlantikos: a journal of Transatlantic Scholarship
Atlantis: journal of the Spanish association of Anglo-American studies
Auden Society Newsletter
Audio Critic, The
Audiovisual Thinking: the journal of academic videos.
Augustinian (Social Sciences and Humanities Journal of the University of San Agustin)

Aurora

Ausgabe

Australasian journal of American studies

Australasian Journal of Victorian Studies

Australia & New Zealand Law & History E-Journal

Australian Archaeology

Australian Book Review

Australian Defence Force Health Journal

Australian Ejournal of Theology

Australian Garden History

Australian Humanities Review

Australian Journal of Biblical Archaeology


Australian Journal of Emerging Technologies and Society

Australian Journal of Legal History

Australian Journal of Logic (philosophy)

Australian Library Journal

Australian Online Journal of Arts Education

Australian Review of Public Affairs

Australian Studies

Australian Studies in China (2005-2008)

Australian Universities Review

Australian Women’s Book Review

Austrian History Yearbook

Austrian Journal of South-East Asian Studies

Auto/Biography
Basilisk: a journal of film, architecture, philosophy, literature, music and perception

BAT: art, criticism and discussion

BBC Music Magazine

BC Studies: the British Columbian Quarterly (1968-2010)


Becoming Poetics ("emerging poetics of the 21st century")

Beehive: hypertext/hypermedia literary journal

Before Farming: the archeology and anthropology of hunter-gatherers

Behemoth: a journal of civilisation

Beida Journal of Philosophy

Believer

Beloit Poetry Journal

Below The Fold

Belphégor

Bentham Newsletter, The

Berkeley Review of Latin American Studies.

Berlin Journal

Berliner Osteuropa-Info

Between the Species: an online journal for the study of philosophy and animals

BIAB online: the British & Irish archaeological bibliography

Biblica

Bibliodoc: anuari de biblioteconomia, documentació i informació

Bibliography of Semitic Linguistics: Aula Orientalis

Bibliothèque de l'École des chartes

Bibliothèques de l'école française d'Athènes et de Rome: Série Athènes

BibSite

Bidoun: art and culture from the Middle East
Bifurcaciones: revista de estudios culturales urbanos
Big Bridge
Big Sky Journal
Big, Red and Shiny
Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde
Birch: journal of Eastern European and Eurasian culture
Birkbeck Early Modern Society Bulletin
Birmingham Journal of Literature and Language, The (University of Birmingham, UK)
Bitácora-e: revista electrónica Latinoamericana de estudios sociales, históricos y culturales de la ciencia y la tecnología
Black Camera: A Journal of Black Film Studies
Black Music Research Journal
Black Sea Studies (classical studies)
Blackbird: an online journal of literature and the arts
Bldgblog
Blesok
Blithe Spirit (Haiku Studies)
Blood Orange Review
Bloomsbury Review
blueOrange: revue de litterature hypermediatique
Blueprint magazine
Blues Access
BMEzine.com: [body modification ezine]
Bodhi: An Interdisciplinary Journal
Body, space and technology journal
Bogazici Universitesi Dergisi: Humaniter Bilimler
Bogoslovskas smotra
Boletim de Estudos Clássicos
Boletín Museo de arqueología y antropología
Boletín antropológico
Boletín Español de investigación Egiptológica
Boletín Museo de Arqueología y Antropología
Bolivian Studies Journal
Bonefolder
Bonhams Magazine
Book & Paper Group Annual
Book Arts Newsletter
Book Forum
Book: The Newsletter of the Program in the History of the Book in American Culture, The
Bookmark
Books from Finland
Books in Canada: The Canadian Review of Books
Bookseller, The (indexing the "in depth" features only)
Borderlands e-journal
Borthwick Papers (History of the North of England)
Boston Review
Botanical Artist, The
Bottle Imp, The
Boxes and Arrows: the design behind the design
BRAC University Journal
Brathair
Brazilian Journalism Research
Brazilian Journalism Research (In English)
Brecht Yearbook
Bridge Review, The
Brief Chronicles: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Shakespearean Authorship Studies
Bright lights film journal
British Academy Review
British Archaeology (magazine of the Council for British Archaeology).
British Columbia Asian review
British Columbia History
British Commission for Military History newsletter (article archives only)
British Journal of Photography
British Journal of Undergraduate Philosophy
British Museum Studies in Ancient Egypt and Sudan (BMSAES)
British Museum Technical Research Bulletin
British Museum, Online research publications of the
British Politics Review (Journal of the British Politics Society, Norway)
British postgraduate musicology
British School at Athens Annual Report, The
British Studies Now (British Council)
Brno Studies in English
Broadsheet
Brock Review, The
Bronze Age Review (British Museum)
Brooklyn Rail
Brown Classical Journal
Brown Journal of History
Brownstone Journal: undergraduate scholarship at Boston University
Brukenthal National Museum Scientific Review (History, Art History, Natural History, Restoration)
Brussels International Map Collectors' Circle Newsletter
Brussels studies
Bryn Mawr classical review
Bryn Mawr review of comparative literature
BTLJ
Bukker Tillibul : The Online Journal of Writing and Practice-led Research
Bulb Magazine
Bulletin (Center for Humanities and Social Sciences, Sun Yat-sen University, Taiwan)
Bulletin : a semi-annual publication of the American Philosophical Society Library (2000 and 2001 only)
Bulletin Critique des Annales Islamologiques
Bulletin d’etudes Orientales, Le
Bulletin de l’Ecole française d’Extreme-Orient
Bulletin du Centre de recherche de Jérusalem
Bulletin for Biblical Research
Bulletin of Ancient Iranian History
Bulletin of Anesthesia History
Bulletin of Kyoto Univ. of Education
Bulletin of the American Academy of Arts & Sciences
Bulletin of the American Research Center in Egypt
Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research (BASOR)
Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists
Bulletin of the American society of papyrologists (BASP)
Bulletin of the Australian Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Material
Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education
Bulletin of The Dickens Fellowship (Japan Branch) (1995-2007)
Bulletin of the German Historical Institute
Cahiers de la Mediterranee
Cahiers d'Études africaines
Cahiers d'études sur la Méditerranée orientale et le monde Turco-Iranienn
Cahiers du Monde Russe
Cakavska ric. Biannual periodical
Calabash : a journal of Caribbean arts and letters
California Italian Studies
California Italian Studies.
California Linguistic Notes
California Literary Review
California Printmaker
Call and Response: the Scholarly Journal of the National Black Graduate Student Association (USA)
CALL-EJ on-line : CALL electronic journal on-line
Cames newsletter (Center for Arab and Middle Eastern Studies, Beirut)
CAML Review
Campus Now : Journal of Waseda University (has some scholarly articles in English)
Canadian Air Force Journal, The
Canadian Art Review
Canadian Association for the History of Nursing Newsletter
Canadian Bulletin of Medical History
Canadian Catholic Historical Association Historical Studies journal (1984-2006)
Canadian Catholic Historical Association Report (1933-1965)
Canadian Catholic Historical Association Study Sessions (1966-1984)
Canadian Classical Bulletin
Canadian Folk Music Bulletin
Canadian Journal for Traditional Music
Canadian Journal of Applied Linguistics
Canadian Journal of Buddhist Studies
Canadian Journal of Communication
Canadian Journal of Education
Canadian Journal of Film Studies
Canadian Journal of Media Studies
Canadian Journal of Native Studies
Canadian Journal of the Humanities and Social Sciences
Canadian Literature
Canadian Military History
Canadian Military Journal
Canadian Poetry
Canadian poetry : an electronic resource
Canadian Political Science Review (Just indexing the TOC for the special issue on ‘Communications, the Media and Policy in Canada’)
Canadian Review of Comparative Literature
Candide : Journal for Architectural Knowledge
Cankaya University journal of humanities and social sciences (in Turkish/English)
CAP Online
CAPRA : Cave archaeology and palaeontology research archive
Caravan
Cardiff Corvey : reading the romantic text
Cardiff Historical Papers
Cardinal Perspectives
Cardozo Arts & Entertainment Law Journal (1982-)
Caribbean Journal of Philosophy
Caribbean Review of Books
Caribbean studies
Carmelite Studies
Carnegie Online (Carnegie Museums magazine)
Carnegie Reporter (Carnegie Corporation of New York)
Carolina Working Papers in Linguistics
Carte Italiane (Graduate journal of Italian cultural studies)
Carte Italiane (Journal of Italian Studies)
Catalan Historical Review
Catalan journal of linguistics
Catholic Education: a journal of enquiry and practice
Cato Journal
Cato Unbound
CAUCE: Revista Internacional de Filologia y su Didactica
Cauldron & net
Caxtonian: journal of the Caxton Club, The
CBA Occasional Papers
CBA Research Reports
CCAR Journal: The Reform Jewish Quarterly
CCAS Occasional Paper Series (Cuba Studies)
CCHA Historical Studies
CCI newsletter
CEA Forum
CEACS Working Papers (On the history of the political left, inc. recent history)
CEBE transactions
Celtic cultural studies: an interdisciplinary online journal
Censorship News
Center for European Studies Working Papers series
Center for Hellenic studies (CHS) : Classics@
Central & Eastern European Review
Centre for Language in Social Life Working Papers
Centre of Jaina Studies Newsletter
Cercles
Cerise Press (Literature in translation + interviews)
Cervantes : Bulletin of the Cervantes Society of America
CGI Newsletters (Getty Conservation Institute newsletters)
CGW : Computer Graphics World
CH Working Papers (Computing in the Humanities Working Papers)
Chafer Theological Seminary Journal
Champs helléniques modernes et contemporains
Chang Gung Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences
Chapman
Chapter and Verse : a journal of popular music and literature studies
Charis : a Journal of Lutheran Scholarship, Thought, and Opinion
Charles Babbage Institute Newsletter (History of IT)
Chicago House Bulletin (Epigraphic Survey of The Oriental Institute of The University of Chicago)
Chicago Review (indexing 400 free-sample reviews only)
Chicago-Kent College of Law Journal of Intellectual Property
ChildArt
Childhood & Philosophy
Children, Youth and Environments
Children's Classic Literature Newsletter
Child's Play: Journal of Children's Arts & Media in India
China heritage newsletter
China heritage quarterly
China Perspectives
China review
China Review, The - or notes & queries on the Far East (China Mail Office, 1872-1901)
China Square
Chinese Cross-Currents: a Chinese-English quarterly periodical
Chinese Librarianship
Chinese Media Research
Chinese Science (History of science and medicine in early China)
Chinese Southern Diaspora Studies
Chinese Studies Review
Chiropractic History
Choir & Organ (indexing current features and reviews only)
Choral Director magazine
Choral Scholar, The
Choreograph.net
Chrestomathy
Chroma: A Queer Literary Journal
Chronicle of Higher Education
Chronicles of Oklahoma (Oklahoma history – full-text 1923 – 1962)
Chronicon: an electronic journal of history
Chroniques Yéménites
Chronozones
Chubu American Literature
Chungará: revista de antropología Chilena
Chung-Hwa Buddhist Studies (1997-2006)
Church in the World
Ciaroscuro : contemporary art, design & culture journal
Ciberlegenda
CiberLetras
CIENCIAS SOCIALES Y RELIGION/CIENCIAS SOCIAIS E RELIGIÃO
CILLA Papers on Latin American Indigenous Languages
CineAction
Cineaste
Cinema : Journal of Philosophy and the Moving Image
Cinema Canada (1972-1983)
Cinema Journal: the journal of the Society for Cinema & Media Studies (In Focus sections only)
Cinema Scope
Cinema Texas Notes
CiNeMAS : revue d’etudes cinematographiques (Journal of Film Studies)
Cinemascope : independent film journal
Cinephile
Cinetext : film and philosophy
CIRCAEA (formerly journal of the Association for Environmental Archaeology from 1983-1996)
Círculo de lingüística aplicada a la comunicación (CLAC)
Circumscribere : international journal for the history of science
Cities in the 21st Century
City & Time
City Journal
City review, the
Clackamas Literary Review
CLAGS Newsletter
Claremont Review of Books (1981-2010. Most recent issue is by subscription only)
Classic Images
Classical Journal
Classical Journal (book reviews only)
Classics Convivium Newsletter (Dept. of Classical Studies at the University of Michigan)
Classics Ireland
Classics@ : an online journal (journal of the Center for Hellenic Studies, Harvard)
Classics@ [Classics at] : an online journal
Clavier Companion
CLCWeb : comparative literature and culture
Cliodynamics
Close Up : Electronic Journal of British Cinema
Clothesline : the online journal of costume and dress
Cloud-cuckoo-land : international journal of architectural theory
CM : Canadian Review of Materials
CM: A Reviewing Journal of Canadian Materials for Young People
C-News : Culturelink newsletter
Co. Kildare Online Electronic History Journal
code{4}lib
Cognitive Philology
Colby Quarterly (1943-2003)
Collapse (Indexing Volumes I and IV)
College & Research Libraries (journal)
College Art news
College of the Bahamas Research Journal
COLLeGIUM : studies across disciplines in the humanities and social sciences
Collegium Antropologicum
Colloquia (1983-2007)
Colloquia Maruliana
Colloquium: Australian and New Zealand Society for Theological Review
Colloquium Series Papers of the Yale University Program in Agrarian Studies (2004-2009)
Colloquy
Colloquy: The GSAS Alumni Quarterly (Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences)
Colonial Williamsburg
Colorado Research in Linguistics
Colorado Review of Hispanic Studies
Colour: design and creativity (British Society of Dyers & Colourists)
Columbia Dept. of Art History and Archeology: Annual Newsletter
Columbia Journal of American studies
Columbia Journalism Review
Columbia Science and Technology Law Review
Columbia Undergraduate Journal of History (Columbia University)
Comechingonia virtual: revista electrónica de arqueología
Comitatus: a Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies
Commercium: An Electronic Journal of Franciscan Studies
Committee to Protect Journalists
Common ground
Common-place
Communication Arts Forum
Communication Research Trends
Communications from the International Brecht Society
Communique: an online literary and arts journal
Compact memory
Comparative Literature (Duke Journals, but appears to be free)
Comparative Media Law
Comparative Philosophy
Comparative studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East
Comparitive Islamic Studies
Compass : Oxford journal in Austrian and Central European studies
Compendium 2 : writing, teaching and learning in the university
Complutum
Composition Forum : a journal of pedagogical theory in rhetoric and composition
Composition Studies (Book reviews only)
Comptes-rendus des séances de l'Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres
Computers and texts
Computing in Musicology
Computing in the Humanities Working Papers
Comunicacao & Sociedade
Comunicacao e Cultura
Comunicacion y Sociedad
Concentric : literary and cultural studies
Concilium Medii Aevi
Concordia Undergraduate Journal of Art History
Conecta (history of science, medicine and technology)
Conexao: Comunicacao e Cultura
Confluências : revista de tradução científica e técnica
Confraternitas (1990-2006)
Congrès archéologique de France : séances générales (1847-1931)
Conjectura
Connecticut Review
Connotations: a journal of critical debate
Conrad Aiken Studies Journal
Conradian, The (Joseph Conrad studies)
Consciousness, literature and the arts
Conscrescence: the Australasian journal of process thought
Conservation and Society
Conservation bulletin
Conservation journal
Conservation Science in Cultural Heritage (Also has more general historical articles)
Conservative History Group Journal
Conspectus (theology)
Constructing the Past
Consumers, commodities and consumption
Consumption, Markets, and Culture
Contagion: journal of violence, mimesis, and culture
Contemporanea
Contemporaneity: historical presence in visual culture
CONTEMPORÂNEOS - REVISTA DE ARTES E HUMANIDADES
Contemporary aesthetics
Contemporary Issues
Contemporary Issues in Technology and Teacher Education
Contemporary Linguistics
Contemporary Poetry Review
Contemporary Practices: visual arts from the Middle East
Contemporary Rhyme
Contemporary Sound Arts
Context (international and historical context in which to read modern and contemporary literature)
Contexto : revista anual de estudios literarios
Contra Mundum.
Contretemps
Contribuciones desde Coatepec
Contributions in Black Studies
Contributions of Institute of archaeology in Zagreb
Contributions to Nepalese Studies
Contributions to the History of Concepts
Conversations on the Liberal Arts
Coolabah
Coombs papers (various archived journal titles in history / Asian Studies)
Coordinates (History of maps and mapping)
COPAS : Current Objectives of Postgraduate American Studies
Cormac McCarthy Journal Online
Corner : an electronic online journal dedicated to the avant-garde
Corpus
Cortland Review
Cosmopolitan Civil Societies : an interdisciplinary journal
Cosmos and History : The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy
Cotswolds Archeology : Annual Review
Council for British Research in the Levant bulletin
Counter-Blast : the e-journal of Culture and Communication
Countryside Recreation (journal of the Countryside Recreation Network)
Courage : Media Studies Journal
Courant (the Dutch theatre magazine, not the newspaper)
Coyote Papers : Working Papers in Linguistics
CQ : concrete quarterly online

Craft, The : Evolving the Art and Science of Electronic Scholarly Publication

craft+design enquiry (Journal of the Craft Australia Research Centre)

Creare

Crease magazine online

Creative behavior

Creative Europe

Creative Spirit

Creative Spirit (disability arts)

Creativity Online

Creolica

Crime, History & Societies

Cris: Journal of the Historical Society of Krizevci

Critical Approaches to Discourse Analysis across Disciplines


Critical dance

Critical Disability Discourse

Critical Flame : a journal of literature and culture

Critical Inquiry

Critical musicology : a transdisciplinary online journal

Critical Rationalist, The

Critical Society

Critical Studies in Improvisation

Critical Studies in Television

Critical Wave (one issue only)

CritiCine: elevating discourse on SouthEast Asian Cinema

Critiphoria
CRM: Journal of Heritage Stewardship
Croatian International Relations Review
Croatian Review of Rehabilitation Research
Croatica Christiana Periodica
Croatica et Slavica Iadertina
Cromohs: Cyber Review of Modern Historiography
Cross Connect (University of Pennsylvania)
Cross Currents: A Yearbook of Central European Culture
Crossings: Electronic Journal of Art and Technology
Crossroads: A Journal of Nagasaki History and Culture
Crossroads of Language, Interaction and Culture
Crossroads: An Interdisciplinary Journal for the Study of History, Philosophy, Religion, and Classics
Cross-sections: The Bruce Hall Academic Journal
Crypt of Cthulhu (Fan Scholarship and Informed Articles on H.P. Lovecraft)
CSA Newsletter
CSSAAAME: Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East
CSW Update (Women's Studies)
Ctheory International Journal of Theory, Technology and Culture
Ctheory.net
CTRL+ P: Journal of Contemporary Art
Cuadernos de Arqueología Mediterránea
Cuadernos de Estudios Gallegos
Cuadernos de Filología Clasica
Cuadernos de Filología Inglesa
Cuadernos Interculturales
Cuba Studies
CUHK Journal of Humanities (1997-1999)
Cuizine: The Journal of Canadian Food Cultures

Cultivate interactive

CULTURA : International Journal of Philosophy of Culture and Axiology

CULTURA E FÉ: REVISTA DE HUMANIDADES

Cultura Visual

Cultural analysis

Cultural logic : an electronic journal of Marxist theory and practice

Cultural Notes

Cultural policy, criticism and management research

Cultural Science (ARC Centre of Excellence for Creative Industries and Innovation)

Culture - History - Globalization

Culture & Recherche

Culture (Univ. Of Virginia)

Culture Diff : diffusion de la culture scientifique

Culture Machine : generating research in culture and theory

Culture Mandala : The Bulletin of the Centre for East-West Cultural and Economic Studies

Culture Unboard : journal of current cultural research

Culture Wars

Culture without context : the illicit antiquities research centre at Cambridge

Culture, Society, & Praxis

CultureKiosk

Culturework

Cumulus Working Papers

Cuneiform Digital Library Journal

CureJ

Current issues in language planning

Current Research in Jazz
Currents in Electronic Literacy

CW3 Journal: women writers 1796 - 1834

Cyber humanitatis

Cyberarqueologo Portugues

Cyberjournal for Pentecostal-Charismatic Research

Cybermetrics: electronic journal of scientometrics, informetrics and bibliometrics

Cybermetrics: International Journal of Scientometrics, Informetrics and Bibliometrics

CyberOrient: online journal of the virtual Middle East

Cybersociology

Cybertext Yearbook

Cycnos: Anglophone Studies

Cyrillic Manuscript Heritage

Czech Music

D’Art Topics in Arts Policy

Dacia Magazin

Dada/Surrealism

Dados: revista de ciências sociais

Daedalus: journal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (Selected full-text articles, from 2001 onwards, are visible to Google)

Dalhousie French Studies

Dalumat (Philippines)

Dance Insider

Dance Magazine

Dancecult: Journal of Electronic Dance Music Culture


Danish Literary Magazine

Danza e Ricerca: laboratorio di studi, scritture, visioni

D-ARCH Yearbook
Dark Horse, The
Dark Scribe (just indexing the feature interviews with authors)
Darkmatter journal: in the ruins of imperial culture
Dartmouth Review, The
DATA Browser
David Mamet Review
De Musica
De Musica (Polish musicology. Mostly in Polish, but some English reviews and useful bibliographies)
De Proverbio : Electronic Journal of International Proverb Studies
Decimononica : journal of 19th century hispanic cultural production
Deep South
Delaware Poetry Review
Delaware Review of Latin American Studies
DELTA : documentação de estudos em lingüística teórica e aplicada
Delta, The
Deméter
Democratiya
Demographic Research (1999-2009)
Denison Journal of Religion
Dental History Magazine
Denver Journal, The (theology)
Desafectos : publicació d'història crítica
Descarga (Musicology of Latin American dance music)
DESIDOC : Journal of Library and Information Technology
Design & Technology Teaching (1990-1995)
Design and Technology Education : an International Journal
Design in Daba
Design Journal, The
Design Management Journal
Design philosophy papers
Design Research Quarterly
Design Week
designboom
Desterro: A Journal of English Language, Literatures in English and Cultural Studies
Destiempos (Mexican. Some English articles)
Dhaka University Journal of Linguistics
Diacovensia
Diagonal: Journal of the Center for Iberian and Latin American Music
DIAGRAM
Dialectologia
Dialegesthai: revista telematica di filosofia
Diálogos latinoamericanos
Dialogue
Dialogue: a journal of Mormon thought
Dialogue e-Journal (University of Queensland)
Dialogues d'histoire ancienne
Dialogues@RU: a journal of undergraduate research (Rutgers)
Diametros
Dichtung-digital
Didaskalia: ancient theatre today
Different Visions
Digest: [innovations in new media]
Digital Culture and Education
Digital Defoe
Digital document quarterly
Digital Himalaya: Ancient Nepal
Digital humanities quarterly (DHQ)
Digital Islam: research on the Middle East, Islam, and Digital Media
Digital Journalist
Digital journalist: a multimedia magazine for photojournalism in the digital age
Digital Media and Learning (MIT)
Digital medievalist
Digital Proceedings ... on Manuscript Studies in the Digital Age.
Digital Studies
Digital web magazine
DIGITHUM
Digressus: the internet journal for the classical world
Dimensions On-Line: a journal of Holocaust Studies
DIO: The International Journal of Scientific History
Diotima: women and gender in the ancient world
Disability History Association Newsletter, The
Disability Studies Quarterly
Discipline del Libro
Discourse (the PRS-LTSN journal)
Discourses in music
Discover NLS (Magazine of the National Library of Scotland, 2006-)
Discoveries (Renaissance culture)
Discrepancy
Discursos Fotograficos
Diskus (religious studies)
DISKUS: journal of the British Association for the Study of Religions
Dispatx art collective
Disputatio : international journal of philosophy
Dissidences : Hispanic journal of theory and criticism
Divergencias : revista de estudios lingüísticos y literarios
Diversities (UNESCO)
DJ History
D-Lib Magazine
DLSU Dialogue : An Interdisciplinary Journal for Cultural Studies
DOC Online (online journal of documentary cinema)
Document numerique
Documenta Praehistorica (Neolithic Studies)
Documentary box
Documents : Français Langue Etrangère
Dogma
Dogus University Journal
Dokumenterat : bulletin Statens musikbibliotek
Dong Hwa Journal of Humanities
Dorot : McGill Undergraduate Journal of Jewish Studies
Dostoevsky Studies (International Dostoevsky Society)
Double Reed
DoubleTake magazine
DPC/PADI : What's new in digital preservation
Drachen Foundation Kite Journal
Dragon Lode : The Journal of the Children's Literature and Reading
Drain
Dramateatro
Dress and Textile Specialists Newsletter (Museum Studies)
Drunken boat

Drunken boat, The

Drustvena Istrazivanja: Journal for General Social Issues

Du Magazin

Dualist : Stanford Undergraduate Journal of Philosophy

Dubrovnik Annals


Dumlupinar Universitesi Sosyal Bilimler Dergisi

Durham Anthropology Journal

e.journal

e|c : online journal of the Italian Association for the Study of Semiotics

EA : Estonian art

 Ea : Journal of Medical Humanities & Social Studies of Science and Technology

 Ea : Revista de Humanidades Medicas & Estudios Sociales de la Ciencia y la Tecnologia

EAC/Magazine

EAPSU (English Literature)

Early America Review

Early Childhood Research & Practice

Early English Studies

Early English Theatre

Early Medieval China

Early Modern Culture

Early modern culture : an electronic seminar

Early Modern Japan

Early modern Japan : an interdisciplinary journal

Early Modern Literary Studies

Early Theatre : a journal associated with the records of early English drama (1998-2006)
E-AS PAC
East Asian library resources group of Australia newsletter

East European constitutional review

East European Jewish affairs

East West Connections Journal

Eastern Africa Journal of Humanities & Sciences

Eastern Sport and Culture Planning

e-BANGI journal of social sciences and humanities

e-Castrexo: Electronic journal about the Galician-Roman & Hillfort Culture

Ecclectica: Transitions & Metamorphosis

Ecclesiology Today

ECHO: a music-centered journal

Eclipse (“digital facsimiles of the most radical small-press writing from the last quarter century”)

Ecolga (Postgrad journal of the Department of English Studies at the University of Strathclyde, UK)

e-Colloquia: 16th Century English Culture

Ecological & Environmental Anthropology

Economic History Working Papers (LSE)

Economist, The (Just indexing the book reviews)

Economy and Society in the Low Countries before 1850: working papers

eConservation magazine

Ecuadorian Studies

Edебiyat Fakultesi Dergisi (1983-2010)

Edgar Allen Poe Review

Edge (the ideas and intellectuals journal)

Edge (the videogame developers’ journal)

EDGE: A Graduate Journal for German and Scandinavian Studies

Edinburgh journal of Gadda studies, The
Educate: The Journal of Doctoral Research in Education

Education as an Art

Education Review: a journal of book reviews

Educational Research and Reviews (academicjournals.org)

Educational researcher

EDUCAUSE

e-fabulations: e-journal of children’s literature

e-flux journal

Eger Journal of English Studies

EGON

egotistics

Egypt Exploration Society newsletter

Égypte/monde arabe

Égypte nilotique et méditerranéenne: Enim

Egyptologues: Bulletin d’information archéologique

EH.net books reviews

eHistory: Book Reviews (Ohio State University)

eHKCSS: E-Journal on Hong Kong Cultural and Social Studies

eHumanista

Eighteenth Century Fiction

EJKM: Electronic Journal of Knowledge Management

EJournal

E-journal of international history

e-journal of Manx Studies

Ejournal of Portuguese History

E-journal of Portuguese history

e-Journal Philosophie der Psychologie
eJournal USA

eJournalist: a refereed media journal

E-Keltoi: journal of interdisciplinary Celtic studies

Ekpoma: Journal Of Theatre And Media Arts (Nigeria)

El catoblepas: revista crítica del presente

El cuento en red: revista electrónica de teoría de la ficción breve

El Palacia

E-learning and education (eleed)

Electromusciations

Electronic antiquity: communicating the classics

Electronic Book Review

Electronic British Library journal

Electronic bulletin of the Dante society of America

Electronic Journal for History of Probability and Statistics

Electronic Journal of Academic and Special Librarianship

Electronic journal of Africana bibliography

Electronic Journal of Annual Holocaust Conference Papers

Electronic Journal of Australian and New Zealand History

Electronic Journal of Business Ethics and Organization Studies

Electronic Journal of Contemporary Japanese Studies (EJCJS)

Electronic Journal of Mithraic Studies (Ancient Roman Mithraism)

Electronic Journal of the Department of English at the University of Helsinki, The

Electronic Journal of Vedic Studies


Electronic musicological review

Electronic Newsletter for the History of Astronomy

Electronic Review of Communication
Elephant & Castle: laboratorio dell’immaginario

Elia: Estudios de Linguistica


Ellinika (Society for Macedonian Studies)

Ellipsis (journal of the American Portuguese Studies Association)

ELM: Estonian Literary Magazine

E-LOGOS

Elore (Finnish folklore)

Elsewhere Journal: A Journal for the Literature of Place

emaj: electronic Melbourne art journal (University of Melbourne)

Emerging Language Practices

e-misferica: performance and politics in the Americas

Empirical language research

Empirical Musicology Review

Enculturation: a journal for rhetoric, writing and culture

Encyclopaedia Iranica

Endicott studio

Ends and Means

English and Cultural Studies Journal (Bryant University)

English Association Bookmarks series

English Harpsichord Magazine, The

English Language Teaching

English matters

English Studies in Canada

English Teaching: Practice and Critique

Enim (Egyptology)

Enim: Egypte Nilotique et Mediterraneenne (Archaeology)
Ennen & Nyt: The Papers of the Nordic Conference on the History of Ideas

Entertainment and Sports Law Journal

Entertainment and Sports Lawyer

EnterText

Environmental Design: Journal of the Islamic Environmental Design Research Centre

Eoagh

EOL: Ethnomusicology OnLine

ePAI performance arts international

e-Perimitron (sciences and technologies affiliated to history of cartography and maps)

Ephemera: theory and politics in organization

Epigraphica Anatolica

Epiphany (International University of Sarajevo)

Epistulae

Epoche: University of California Journal for the Study of Religion

Epona: eJournal of Ancient and Modern Celtic Studies

Equinoxes: a graduate journal of French and francophone studies

Eras

Erfurt electronic studies in English

eSamizdat

Esercizi Filosofici

e-sharp

Esoterica: the journal

E-spania: revue électronique d'études hispaniques médiévales

Espéculo

Essays in History

Essays in Japanese Philosophy

Essays in Medieval Studies
EST magazine (ESTweb)
Estonian Journal of Archaeology
Estudios afroamericanos
Estudios atacameños
Estudios Clasicos
Estudios de Cultura Maya
Estudios de historia moderna y contemporánea de México
Estudios de Historia Novohispana
Estudios filológicos
Estudios interdisciplinarios de América Latina y el Caribe
Estudios Irlandeses
Estudios sobre las culturas contemporáneas
Estudos Avancados
Estudos Em Comunicacao / Communication Studies
Etcetera : revista electronica de arte e cultura
ethica@ : international journal for moral philosophy
EthiComp Journal (about computers and ethics)
Ethics & Global Politics
Ethics & International Affairs Journal (Just indexing the free reviews)
Ethics and Animals
Ethics in Mental Health
Ethnic Studies Report
Ethnicity and Race in a Changing World : A Review Journal
Ethnoema
Ethnographic Studies
Ethnologia Scandinavica : A Journal for Nordic Ethnology
Ethnological Forum
Ethnological Researches

Ethnology: an international journal of cultural and social anthropology (two year rolling wall)

Ethnomusicology Archive Report (UCLA)

Ethnos: dialogues in philosophy and social sciences

Etnografica (CEAS)

Etruscan News Online

Etruscan Studies: Journal of the Etruscan Foundation

Etudes Chinoises

Études chypriotes

Études crétoises

Études critiques en improvisation

Études épigraphiques

Études européennes

Études françaises

Études Jean-Jacques Rousseau (Rousseau studies)

Études péloponnésiennes

Études Ricoeuriennes / Ricoeur Studies

Études thasiennes

Eugene O’Neill Newsletter, The

Eugene O’Neill Review, The

Eunomios: Journal for Theory, Analysis, and Semiotics of music

EurAmerica: A Journal of European and American Studies

Europa Orientalis: studies and research on Eastern Europe

European Association for Jewish Studies Newsletter

European Association of Chinese Studies Newsletter

European Bulletin of Himalayan Research

European Cinema Journal
European English Messenger (Spring 2006 onwards)

European journal of American studies

European Journal of ePractice

European Journal of Higher Arts Education

European Journal of Pragmatism and American Philosophy

European Journal of Science and Theology

European Media Policy (NORDICOM)

Eurozine

Evangelists of Empire? Missionaries in Colonial History

Evelyn Waugh Newsletter & Studies

Everba (cultural activities and literature related to Latin America)

Evidence Based Library and Information Practice

e-View

Evolutionary Psychology

Ex Historia

Ex Plus Ultra (colonial and postcolonial studies)

Excursions

Exhibitionist, The

Exindex

Existenz : An International Journal in Philosophy, Religion, Politics, and the Arts

Exit

Expedition : ... University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (1958-2008)

Experimental Conversations (Cork Film Centre, Ireland)

Exploration archéologique de Délos

Explorations : a graduate student journal of Southeast Asian Studies (Univ. of Hawaii)

Explorations : A Journal of Undergraduate Research (University of California, Davis)

Explorations : An E-Journal of Narrative Practice
Expositions : interdisciplinary studies in the humanities
Exquisite Corpse : a journal of life and letters
Extensions : the online journal of embodied technology
Eye : the international review of graphic design
Fabric Architecture
Fabrications : journal of the Society of Architectural Historians
Fabula : la recerche an litterature
Face to Face (National Portrait Gallery, UK)
Facta Universitatis : Series Linguistics and Literature
Facta Universitatis : Series Philosophy, Sociology, Psychology and History
Faculty of Creative Arts Papers of the University of Wollongong, Australia
Far Eastern University Communication Journal
Fasti online : FOLD&R
FATO & VERSÕES REVISTA DE HISTÓRIA DA FACULDADE CATÓLICA DE UBERLÂNDIA
Faventia (1979-2007)
FayKag : Revista Canaria de Arqueologia
FEEFHS Journal (Federation of East European Family History Societies)
Feminist Africa
Feminist Europa : review of books
FemTAP : A Journal of Feminist Theory and Practice
FÊNIX - REVISTA DE HISTÓRIA E ESTUDOS CULTURAIS
FEZANA Journal (Modern Zoroastrianism)
FiberArts
Fibre Quarterly (Canadian textile-arts journal)
Fibreculture
field
Field Artillery (1911-2007)
FILE: a collection of unexpected photography
Film Fax
Film Intelligence: The Internet Journal for new writing on the Moving Image
Film International: Promoting Intellectual Film Culture Since 1973 (aka FilmInt)
Film Ireland (reviews only)
Film magazine (Danish Film Institute)
Film monthly
Film music magazine
Film Quarterly (University of California)
Film Studies (Manchester University Press)
Film-philosophy
Films for the Feminist Classroom
Filologija
Filozofija i društvo
Filozofska istrazivanja
Filozofski Vestnik
Fine Books & Collections
Fine Jewelry News (Indexing one free-sample issue only)
Finest Hour: Journal of the International Churchill Society
Firecracker
First Monday: peer reviewed journal on the Internet
Five Owls
Flash art online: the world's leading art magazine
Flashpoint: A multidisciplinary journal in the arts and politics
Flaubert Review
Flesh & Bones
Flinders University language group online review
Flip (online journal for animation professionals)
Florida Philosophical Review
Fluminensia: časopis za filološka istraživanja (Journal for philological research)
Flusser Studies
Foam: international photography magazine (Magazine of the Fotografiemuseum Amsterdam)
Focus Media Journal
Fold ezine
Folia Onomastica Croatica
Folio (Magazine of the National Library of Scotland, 2000-2005)
Folio: Journal of the Shakespeare Society of the Low Countries
Folio: the Bulletin of the ABMC (Ancient Biblical Manuscript Center)
Folklife Studies (Smithsonian Contributions and Studies Series)
Folklore
Folklore (Estonian Folklore Institute)
Folklore and Folk Music Archivist
Folklore and Folkloristics
Folklore and Post-Folklore (Russian)
Folklore Fellows Archive
Folklore Forum
Folklore Forum Folklore (Estonian Folklore Institute)
Folklorica (Slavic and East European Folklore Association)
Folkways magazine (Smithsonian Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage, Smithsonian Institution)
Folkworks (Folk arts in Los Angeles, 2001-2007)
Folly magazine (Contemporary fine art)
Fonseca: journal of communication (Has English versions of articles)
Fontes
FontSite
Footlight notes
Footprint
Fora TV
Ford Reports (Ford Foundation)
Fordham Intellectual Property, Media & Entertainment Law Journal (IPLJ)
Foreign Literature Quarterly (Arab Writers Union)
Forest History Today
FORMakademisk
Formats : revista de comunicacio audiovisual (1997-2005. In English)
Forn Vannen (Fornvannen)
Forum
Forum (journal of the Latin American Studies Association)
Forum : CalPoly’s Journal of History, The/seconds
Forum : the University of Edinburgh postgraduate journal of culture and the arts
Forum Archeologiae
Forum Classicum
Forum Computerphilologie
Forum historiae iuris [online magazine for legal history]
Forum on Public Policy Online : Journal of the Oxford Round Table
Foucault studies
Fouilles de Delphes
Foundation journal
Foundations : a journal of medieval genealogy
Foundations : An Undergraduate Journal in History (Johns Hopkins University)
Foundations of International Thinking on Sea Power
Fourth Door Review
Fourth World Bulletin
FQS : Forum for Qualitative Social Research
Fragmentos de Cultura
frAme : the culture and technology journal
Framework : journal of cinema and media
Francofoní¬a
Frankfurter elektronische Rundschau zur Altertumskunde (FeRA)
Frankfurter Zeitschrift für Musikwissenschaft
Friends of Herculaneum society
Frieze
Fringe Review (British fringe theatre reviews)
From Writer to Reader : An eJournal on Books & Reading
Fronteras
Fruitless Recursion (reviews of scholarly books on science fiction, fantasy, horror)
FSJ
Full Tilt : a journal of East-Asian poetry, translation, and the arts
Fundamina : A Journal of Legal History
Futhark : international journal of runic studies
Future Anterior
Gabion : ... Writing on Architecture
Gaia: Revista eletronica de Historia Antiga
Galacia 21 : Journal of contemporary Galacian Studies.
Galaxia
Gamasutra
Gamasutra magazine (theses archive)
GameCulture journal
Gamut : Music Theory Society of the Mid-Atlantic
Gargoyle : the journal of the Malcolm Muggeridge Society, The
Gaskell Society Journal
Gastromonica: journal of food and culture
Gateway: an academic history journal on the web
Gay & Lesbian Review Worldwide, The: a bimonthly journal of history, culture and politics
Gay Left (1975-1980)
Gazette of the Society for the Social History of Medicine (2001-)
GCI: global cosmetic industry
GCI magazine
GDR Bulletin (“a journal on East German literature and culture”)
Ge-conservacion (Spanish journal of cultural heritage conservation and restoration)
Gefame: journal of African studies
Gender Forum
Genders
Generative Grammar in Geneva
Genèses: Sciences sociales et histoire
Geochronometria
Georgian Electronic Journal of Literature
German Films Quarterly
German Journal of Urban Studies
GESJ: musicology and cultural science
Gesnerus: Swiss Journal of the History of Medicine and Sciences (Articles free after three years)
GFL: German as a foreign language
Ghosts & Scholars: M.R. James Newsletter
Ghrebh: journal of communication, culture and media theory
GIALens: Electronic Notes Series
Gifted and Talented International (GTI)
Gladius
Glanz & Elend : Magazin fur Literatur und Zeitkritik
Glasgow Review
Glass Move (glass crafts and arts)
Glass on Metal
Glide magazine (feature articles only)
Glossator : theory and practice of the commentary
Global Built Environment Review
Global Economic History Network (GEHN) Working Papers
Global Media Journal
Global Media Journal : Australian edition
Global Media Journal : Canadian edition
Global Media Journal : Eastern Europe edition
Global Media Journal : Mediterranean edition
Global Missiology English (Christian missions, their practice and history)
Global Politics
Global Review of Ethnopolitics
Global Spiral
Globality Studies Journal
Globe
GLOCOM Papers (Japan, in English)
Glossen online journal
Glossos
Gnosis : Journal of Philosophy (Concordia University)
Gnovis journal
Goken

Gold Bulletin: journal of gold science, technology and applications (Has history articles)

Goldberg magazine (Early music)

Golden age of Italian horror

Goldsmith magazine

Goldsmiths Anthropology Research Papers

Golem: journal of religion and monsters

Göttinger Forum für Altertumswissenschaft

Graduate journal of Asia-Pacific studies

Graduate Student Journal of Historical Studies in Turkey

Gramma: journal of theory and criticism

Gramma virtual

Gramophone archive: 1923 to today

Graphic arts in Finland

Graphic arts online

Graphic Novel Review

Grassroots Editor (For editors of small-scale news publications)

Gratt: a peer-reviewed journal of Anglophone studies

Greek, Roman and Byzantine studies

Green Places journal

GreenClips: sustainable building design news digest

Grey Book: online journal of Middle Earth, The

Grog Ration: newsletter of the Office of the Historian, U S Navy Bureau of Medicine and Surgery

Guandu Music Journal

Guernica: a magazine of art and politics

Guild of Bookworkers’ Newsletter

Guitar and Lute Issues
Heidelberg Journal of Religions on the Internet
Helade ("biannual electronic journal on Ancient Studies")
Heliotropia: an online journal of research to Boccaccio scholars
Hellenic Journal of Music, Education and Culture
Hellenic Quarterly
Henry James E-journal
Henry Moore Foundation Review
Hephaistos
Herakleion.
Heritage journal, the
Heritage Language Journal
Heritage News
Heritage Radio Network magazine
Hermeneut: an irregularly published journal of philosophy and pop-culture
Hermeneus (Journal of the Nederlands Klassiek Verbond)
Herodotus: Stanford’s Undergraduate Journal of History
Heroic age: a journal of early medieval northwestern Europe
Hesse Journal (Hermann Hesse)
Heterophonies
Hey! Zeus!: the Yale Undergraduate Journal of Classics
H-France
HI-Arts: Northings - Highlands & Islands arts journal
Hib: Revista de Historia Iberoamericana
HIC
Hidrazone
Higher education outreach and engagement
Himalayan journal of development and democracy
Himalayan Journal of Sociology & Anthropology
Himalayan Research Bulletin
HIPHIL : Old Testament Hebrew Bible Theology, Interpretation, Poetics, History, Interactivity, and Linguistics
Hirundo : the McGill Journal of Classical Studies
Hispanet journal (Latin American literature and film)
Hispania Nova : revista de historia contemporánea
Hispanic Culture Review
Hispanic Issues
Hispanista: primera revista electrónica de los hispanistas de Brasil
Histaria
Histoire & Mesure
Histoire Epistemologie Langage (HEL, 1979-2008)
Histoire, économie & société
Historein (Greek, in English)
Historia
Historia (Brazil)
Historia Actual Online
Historia constitucional : revista electrónica de historia constitucional
Historia Constituutional
Historia Critica
HISTÓRIA DA HISTORIOGRAFIA
Historia medicinae : the student-run journal for the history of medicine
HISTÓRIA REVISTA
Historia, Ciencias, Saude (Journal on the “history of the sciences and health”)
Historians of British Art, Newsletter
Historians of Islamic Art Association Newsletter
Historic Enterprises Journal (modern armour makers and authentic re-enactment)
Historical Contributions
Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television
Historical Notes
Historical Review, The (Modern Greek history)
Historical Social Research : An International Journal for the Application of Formal Methods to History
Historical Social Research Transition (HSR-Transition. Full-text available for recent issues)
Historical Studies in Education
History & Theory (Indexing 30 free sample PDF articles only)
History and Policy
History Matters : An Undergraduate Journal of Historical Research (Appalachian State University)
History Now
History of Chess (large archive of papers from various journals)
History of Economics Review
History of intellectual culture
History of Meteorology
History of Physics newsletters
History of Reading news (1976-2008)
History of Science
History Scotland
History Teaching
Histos : the electronic journal of ancient historiography at the University of Durham
Histria archaeologica
Hitotsubashi Journal of Arts and Sciences
HKIA Journal (Hong Kong Institute of Architects)
Hmong Studies.
H-Net Reviews
Hokusei Review : the School of Humanities (Hokusei Gakuen University)
Horn Book, The
Horror Studies (only the first issue is free)
Hors collection
Hortulus: the online graduate journal of medieval studies
Hortus Semioticus (Semiotics)
HOST: journal of history of science and technology
Houston Literary Review
How 2
Hrvatski
Hsi Lai Journal of Humanistic Buddhism
HTS Theological Studies / Teologiese Studies
Hudson Review
Hugoye: journal of Syriac studies
Humana Mente
Humanimalia: A Journal of Human/Animal Interface Studies
Humaniora/Society blog
Humanism Today: the journal of the Humanist Institute
Humanist, The
Humanistic Studies (Undergrad journal at McGill University)
HumanIT
Humanitas
Humanities: magazine of the National Endowment for the Humanities
Humanities Bulletin (Hong Kong, 1991-1998)
Humanities Diliman (Philippines, 2000-)
Humanities Research
Humanities Research Group Working Papers
Hume Studies
Hungarian Quarterly
Hungarian Studies: a Journal of the International Association for Hungarian Studies
Hygiea Internationalis: an interdisciplinary journal for the history of public health
Hyle: international journal for philosophy of chemistry
Hyperborian Review (Robert E. Howard Studies)
HyperPsycoloquy
Hypphrhiz: New Media Cultures
Hyperseeing
Hypertexto (Dept of Modern Languages and Lit, University of Texas-Pan American)
Hz Journal
Ianua: revista philologica romanica
Iberian & American Translation
IberoAmericana
Ibid: a student history journal (Texas Woman's University, Denton, Texas)
ICAME: Computers in English Linguistics
ICOM-CC Newsletters
ICOMOS: Heritage at Risk
ICOMOS Bulletin
Iconeye
Iconique
ICSM Online Journal (journal on political censorship and suppression of music and musicians)
IDEAS: investigaciones y estudios hispánicos aplicados
Ideas: magazine of the National Humanities Center (1996-2002)
Ideas y Valores
Identities: Journal for Politics, Gender and Culture
identitytheory (literary interviews)
Ideya : a journal of the humanities
IFLA Journal
IJAPS : International Journal of Asia Pacific Studies
JEJA
Ijele : art ejournal
Ijele: Art eJournal of the African World
IJES : International Journal of English Studies
IJIH : International Journal of Intangible Heritage
Ikala : revista de lenguaje y cultura
Ikaros
Il capitale culturale : Studies on the Value of Cultural Heritage
Illinois Classical Studies
Illumination: the Undergraduate Journal of Humanities
Illusions : New Zealand Moving Image and Performing Arts Criticism
Image : art, faith, mystery
Image and narrative : online magazine of the visual narrative
Image magazine online
Image of the Journalist in Popular Culture Journal
Images : a journal of film and popular culture
ImageTexT
Imaginations : Journal of Cross-Cultural Image Studies
Imagine : Imaginative Education Research Group (journal of)
Imagining the Monstrous
Immediacy
Imponderabilia
In Focus : the Western
In Pursuit of Truth

In the name of Auguste Vestris

INA Quarterly: The Publication of the Institute of Nautical Archaeology

Inbhear: Journal of Irish Music and Dance

Incite!: Journal of Experimental Media and Radical Aesthetics

Independent Publisher


Index Magazine (Interviews Only)

Index on Censorship


Indian Archaeology

Indian Folklife

Indian Folklore Research Journal

Indian Review of World Literature in English

Indigenous Affairs

Indigenous Peoples Journal of Law, Culture & Resistance

Indonesia (1996-2005)

Indo-Pacific Journal of Phenomenology

Inferno: Journal of Art History & Museum Studies

Infinity Plus

Infinity's Kitchen

Inflexions (Fine Art)

Infoamerica: Iberoamerican Communication Review

Informal Logic

Informatica Educativa Comunicaciones

Informatica museologica

Information Research
Information Scotland
Information Technology and Disabilities E-Journal
InHarmoniques (1986-1991, IRCAM. French)
Inkanyiso : Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences
Inklings Forever
Inkwell (interviews authors and artists at The Well)
InList
Innovate : journal of online education
Innovatio
Inquiry (Univ. of Arkansas)
In-Spire
Institut français d’études andines (IFEA) : Bulletin de l’institut français d’études andines
Institute of Nautical Archaeology Quarterly
Institutul pentru cercetarea patrimoniului cultural Transilvănean în context European (IPTCE)
Integral Review
Intellectual Discourse (Malaysia)
Intellectum : a Journal for Generating Understanding
Intelligent agent
Intelligent Life (Just indexing the ArtsView articles)
InTensions (issues of power in performance and art/culture)
Intensities : journal of cult media
Interalia : a journal of queer studies
Inter-American Journal of Philosophy
Intercollegiate Review
InterCulture : an Interdisciplinary Journal
Interdisciplinary Communications (2003-2009. The Centre for Advanced Study at the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters)
Interdisciplinary Description of Complex Systems
InterDisciplines : journal of history and sociology
Interface on the Internet
Interfaces : image, texte, language
Intergrams : Studies in languages and literatures
Interior Design
Interiors & sources : interior design and architecture issues
Interlinguistica
Interlocutor
Intermarium : online journal
Intermountain West Journal of Religious Studies
International Archive of Women in Architecture Newsletter
International Association for Coptic Studies Newsletter
International Circular of Graphic Education and Research
International digital media and arts association journal
International gay & lesbian review
International Gramsci Journal
International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS) newsletter (archive)
International Institute for the Study of Islam in the Modern World : Review
International Journal for Field-Being (Philosophy)
International Journal for Researcher Development
International Journal for the History of Mathematics Education
International Journal for the Scholarship of Teaching & Learning
International Journal for the Study of Board Games
International Journal of Applied Semiotics
International Journal of Architectural Theory
International Journal of Arts Education (Taiwan)
International journal of Asia-Pacific studies
International Journal of Bahamian Studies
International journal of Baudrillard studies
International Journal of Central Asian Studies
International Journal of Communication (edited by Manuel Castells)
International Journal of Communications Law and Policy
International journal of community music
International Journal of Design
International journal of design computing
International journal of digital curation (IJDC)
International journal of education & the arts
International Journal of Education and Development using Information and Communication Technology
International Journal of Euro-Mediterranean Studies
International Journal of Frontier Missions
International journal of Hindu studies
International Journal of Historical Learning, Teaching and Research (2000-2007)
International Journal of Human Sciences
International Journal of Humanities (Iran).
International Journal of Internet Research Ethics
International journal of Jaina studies (IJJS)
International Journal of Korean Studies
International Journal of Language Studies
International Journal of Learning and Media (MIT)
International Journal of Marketing Studies (ccsenet.org)
International Journal of Media & Cultural Politics
International Journal of Mormon Studies
International journal of motorcycle studies
International Journal of Narrative Practice
International journal of naval history
International journal of philosophical practice
International Journal of Qualitative Methods
International Journal of Research in Choral Singing
International journal of role-playing
International Journal of Scottish Literature
International Journal of Scottish Theatre
International Journal of South Asian Studies
International journal of Tantric studies
International Journal of the Commons
International Journal of the Creative Arts in Interdisciplinary Practice
International Journal of Transpersonal Studies
International journal of Zizek studies
International Journal on Human Sciences
International Journal on Multicultural Societies
International Kierkegaard Newsletter
International Lawrence Durrell Society Herald
International Music Connection (British Library Sound Archive newsletter)
International Newsletter of Communist Studies
International Preservation News
International Quilt Association Journal
International Review of Information Ethics
International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning, The
International review of Scottish studies
International Review of the Aesthetics and Sociology of Music
International Trumpet Guild journal online
International Yearbook of Aesthetics (From the Association Internationale d’Esthetique)
Internet Scout Report
Internet-Beiträge zur Ägyptologie und Sudanarchäologie
Interpretation : a journal of bible and theology
Interpreting ceramics
Intersections : gender and sexuality in Asia and the Pacific
Intersections : gender, history and culture in the Asian context
Inti : Revista de literatura hispanica
Intra
Intralinea : online translation journal
Inuktitut (Canadian Inuit culture)
Invisible culture : an electronic journal for visual culture
IOUDAIOIS Review
Iowa Journal of Cultural Studies
Iowa Review
Iowa review web
IP Theory (theory on intellectual property and copyright law)
i-Perception
Iran Nameh
Iraq Literary Review (in English, from the University of Iowa International Writing Program)
IRCICA newsletter (IRCICA Research Center For Islamic History, Art and Culture)
Iridescent : journal of design research.
Irinkerindo : Journal of African Migration
Iris : European Journal of Philosophy and Public Debate
Iris : Journal of the Classical Association of Victoria
Iris : The Newsletter of the Lambda Classical Caucus
Irish Arts Review
Irish Communications Review
Irish Geography
Irish Journal Of Gothic and Horror Studies
Irish Migration Studies in Latin America
Irish Post-Medieval Archaeology Group newsletter
Irish Theatre
IRSCL Reviews
ISAA Review (Independent Scholars Assoc. of Australia)
Isherwood Foundation Newsletter
Islamiar Astirmalar
Islamic Manuscript Association Newsletter
Island Studies
Islandica: a series in Icelandic and Norse Studies
ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment
Issues in Religion and Psychotherapy
Issues in Science & Technology Librarianship
Istanbul Literary Review
Istmo: revista virtual de estudios literales y culturales centroamericanos
IT Enquirer: web design and development
ITALICS: Innovation in Teaching And Learning in Information and Computer Sciences
Italique (Italian poetry of the Renaissance)
Italique (Italian poetry of the Renaissance from Petrarch to the Baroque)
ITB Journal
Iterations: journal of software history (Charles Babbage Institute)

Ithaque

Ius Antiquum (journal on Roman law and its reception)

Ivy Journal of Ethics (applied bioethics, published by the Bioethics Society of Cornell)

JAC: interdisciplinary study of rhetoric, writing, culture, and politics

JAC online

Jacket magazine (major Australian online contemporary literary epublication)

JAHC

JAIC online: the Journal of the American Institute for Conservation

Jamaica Journal

James Fenimore Cooper Society

James Jones Journal (Journal of the James Jones Literary Society)

January Magazine

Janus: the University of Maryland undergraduate history journal

Janus head

Japan Dickens Fellowship Bulletin

Japan Foundation Newsletter

Japan Review (Not to be confused with the book review publication of the same name)

Japan Studies Review

Japanese Journal of American Studies

Japanese Journal of Religious Studies

Japanstudien

Jargonija (Finnish ethnology, history and related fields)

Javnost: Journal of the European Institute for Communication and Culture

Jazz Inside

Jazz perspectives

Jazz Research Journal
JCER (Special media issue only)

Jeffers Studies (A journal on California poet Robinson Jeffers)

JeLit : journal of eLiteracy

JEMIE : Journal on Ethnopolitics and Minority Issues in Europe

Jems: journal of experimental music studies

Jenda

Jerusalem Quarterly

Jeunesse : Young People, Texts, Cultures (only the reviews are free)

Jewelry Artist

Jewish Bible Quarterly

Jewish Quarterly Review

Jewish Reader, The

Jewish Renaissance : Quarterly Magazine of Jewish Culture

Jewish Review of Books

Jewish Studies Yearbook (Central European University, Hungary)

Jezik: Periodical for the Culture of the Standard Croatian Language

JFnews : Newsletter of the Japan Foundation (London)

JHB

Ji

JILA : Journal of The Japanese Institute of Landscape Architecture

JILT : Journal of Information Law and Technology

JIPItec : Journal of Intellectual Property, Information Technology and E-Commerce Law

John Brown University Undergraduate Journal

John Clare Society Journal

John Marshall Review of Intellectual Property Law

Jordan Journal of Arts

Jostrans : journal of specialised translation
Journal – Institute of Croatian History
Journal & Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales
Journal de la société d’archéologie et du comité du Musée lorrain (1852-1900)
Journal de la Societe des Africanistes
Journal de la société des américanistes
Journal for Artistic Research
Journal for Christian theological research
Journal for Crime, Conflict and Media Culture
Journal for Cultural and Religious Theory
Journal for Learning through the Arts
Journal for maritime research (JMR)
Journal for Millennial Studies
Journal for multimedia history
Journal for Protection of Cultural Property Issues
Journal for the Public University
Journal for the renewal of religion and theology
Journal for the study of religions and ideologies
Journal for the Study of Religions and Ideologies (Romanian, in English)
Journal for the Study of Sephardic & Mizrahi Jewry
Journal of Academic and Business Ethics (aabri.com)
Journal of Aesthetics & Culture
Journal of Aesthetics & Culture.
Journal of Aesthetics and Protest
Journal of Alternative Spiritualities and New Age Studies (Open University, UK)
Journal of American and Canadian Studies (Sophia University, Japan)
Journal of Anglo-Indian Studies
Journal of Anthropological Society of Nippon
Journal of Antiques and Collectables
Journal of Applied Educational Technology
Journal of Arabic and Islamic Studies, The
Journal of Arabic linguistics tradition (JALT)
Journal of Archaeology in the Low Countries
Journal of Art & Ideas
Journal of art history
Journal of Art History & Museum And Gallery Studies
Journal of artificial intelligence research
Journal of Artistic and Creative Education
Journal of Assyrian Academic Studies
Journal of Australian Ceramics
Journal of Backcountry Studies
Journal of Bahai Studies
Journal of Bentham Studies
Journal of Bhutan Studies
Journal of Biblical Literature
Journal of Biblical Studies
Journal of Buddhist ethics
Journal of Business and Public Policy (has articles on the film business, emarketing, branding)
Journal of California Anthropology
Journal of Cambridge Studies
Journal of Caribbean archaeology
Journal of Catalan Studies
Journal of Cave and Karssst Studies (for cave art articles)
Journal of Chinese Philosophy
Journal of Chinese Studies
Journal of Cold War Studies (Harvard)
Journal of Community Informatics
Journal of Comparative Cultural Studies in Architecture
Journal of conservation and museum studies
Journal of contemporary art
Journal of Contemporary History
Journal of Criminal Justice and Popular Culture
Journal of Critical Realism
Journal of Cuneiform Studies
Journal of Current Chinese Affairs
Journal of Current Southeast Asian Affairs
Journal of Dalmatian archaeology and history
Journal of Design Communication
Journal of Digital Information
Journal of Dracula Studies
Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism
Journal of Dutch Literature
Journal of Educational Controversy (partly covers issues in the arts and censorship)
Journal of Educational Technology & Society
Journal of Electronic Commerce Research
Journal of electronic publishing
Journal of e-Media Studies
Journal of employability and the humanities
Journal of Employability through the Humanities
Journal of English and American Studies (Korean, in English)
Journal of English and Germanic Philology
Journal of English as an International Language
Journal of Ethics & Social Philosophy
Journal of Ethnobiology and Ethnomedicine
Journal of Ethnomusicology (Folk Music and South Indian Classical Music)
Journal of Eurasian Studies (pub. Gabor Balint de Szentkatolna Society)
Journal of European Economic History, The
Journal of European Economic History, The
Journal of Evolution and Technology
Journal of Evolution and Technology (philosophy and historical roots of transhumanism, etc)
Journal of Faith and Science Exchange
Journal of Film Music
Journal of film preservation
Journal of French and Francophone Philosophy
Journal of Future Studies
Journal of Germanic Mythology and Folklore
Journal of global Buddhism
Journal of Globalization for the Common Good
Journal of Graphic Novels & Comics (first issue is free).
Journal of Greco-Roman Christianity and Judaism
Journal of Hebrew Scriptures
Journal of Hispanic / Latino Theology
Journal of Hispanic Modernism
Journal of Historians of Netherlandish Art
Journal of Identity and Migration Studies
Journal of illustration studies
Journal of Imaginary Journals
Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies
Journal of Indonesian Social Sciences and Humanities
Journal of Information Architecture
Journal of Information Technology Impact
Journal of Intellectual Property Rights
Journal of Intelligence History (Only the book reviews are free)
Journal of interactive advertising
Journal of interactive drama
Journal of Interactive Media in Education
Journal of intercultural and interdisciplinary archaeology (JIIA)
Journal of Intercultural Communication
Journal of Intercultural Communication Studies (ICS)
Journal of Interdisciplinary Feminist Thought
Journal of Interdisciplinary Music Studies
Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies in History and Archaeology (JISHA) (First two issues free)
Journal of interesting negative results in natural language processing and machine learning
Journal of International Business and Cultural Studies (aabri.com)
Journal of International Social Research
Journal of International Women's Studies
Journal of Internet Business
Journal of Inter-Religious Dialogue
Journal of Irish and Scottish Studies
Journal of Italian Translation
Journal of Jewish Music and Liturgy
Journal of Journal Studies
Journal of King Abdulaziz University: Arts & Humanities (Free registration required)
Journal of Kyoto Seika University
Journal of language and learning
Journal of language and linguistics
Journal of language and literature: An international journal for language and literary studies
Journal of Language and Popular Culture in Africa
Journal of Language Contact: evolution of languages, contact and discourse
Journal of Lao Studies
Journal of Late Antique Religion and Culture
Journal of Latin American Hermeneutics
Journal of Liberal Religion
Journal of linguistics and language teaching
Journal of Literacy and Technology
Journal of Literary and Cultural Disability Studies
Journal of Literary Theory
Journal of Literature and Science
Journal of Literature and Trauma Studies
Journal of Literature, Culture and Media Studies (Nagaland Central University, India)
Journal of magazine & new media research
Journal of Management and Marketing Research
Journal of Manly Arts: European and Colonial Combatives, 1776 - 1914
Journal of Markets and Morality
Journal of Media and Communication Studies (academicjournals.org)
Journal of Media Psychology
Journal of Medicine and Movies
Journal of Psycho-Social Studies
Journal of Qafqaz University
Journal of Race and Religion
Journal of Religion and Communication
Journal of religion and film
Journal of religion and popular culture
Journal of religion and society
Journal of religion and theatre
Journal of Religious Culture
Journal of Religious Education
Journal of Research on Libraries and Young Adults, The
Journal of Research Practice
Journal of Roman Archeology
Journal of Roman Military Equipment Studies (One full issue online)
Journal of San Diego history
Journal of Science Communication
Journal of Screenwriting (Indexing first issue only)
Journal of Scriptural Reasoning
Journal of seventeenth-century music
Journal of Short Film (no full-text - produced on DVD)
Journal of Sierra Nevada History & Biography
Journal of Social History (via The Free Library)
Journal of South Asia women studies
Journal of South Asian Linguistics
Journal of South Asian literature
Journal of southern religion
Journal of Spanish Language Media
Journal of Stevenson Studies (Robert Louis Stevenson)
Journal of Surrealism and the Americas
Journal of Sustainable Product Design
Journal of Technology Studies
Journal of Texas Music History
Journal of Texas Women Writers
Journal of the Al-Quasemi Academy
Journal of the American Viola Society
Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society
Journal of the Anglo-Zulu War Historical Society
Journal of the Anthropological Society of Oxford
Journal of the Archives of American Art
Journal of the Armour Research Society
Journal of the association for history and computing
Journal of the Association for the Study of Australian Literature
Journal of the Australian war memorial
Journal of the British Astronomical Association (has historical articles)
Journal of the Canadian Association for Conservation
Journal of the Catalogue Raisonne Scholars Association
Journal of the Chicago Jewish Historical Society
Journal of the Communication, Speech & Theatre Association
Journal of the Danish Society for Central Asia
Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society
Journal of the Folklore Research Department (India)
Journal of the Hakluyt Society
Journal of the History of Sufism (Book reviews only)
Journal of the Holy Roman Empire (from the Society for the Study of the Holy Roman Empire)
Journal of the Imagination in Language Learning
Journal of the Institute for the Humanities at Simon Fraser University, The
Journal of the International Association of Tibetan Studies
Journal of the International Association of Tibetan Studies (JIATS)
Journal of the International Plato Society
Journal of the International Society for the History of Islamic Medicine
Journal of the Japanese Society for Sonic Arts
Journal of the Moving Image
Journal of the Muhyiddin Ibn ‘Arabi Society
Journal of the Northern Renaissance
Journal of the Oxford University History Society
Journal of the Polynesian Society, The
Journal of The Professional Historians' Association of New Zealand/Aotearoa (PHANZA)
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
Journal of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, The (included because each issue appears to have a substantial history section)
Journal of the Rutgers university libraries
Journal of the Sea (has some historical articles)
Journal of the Short Story in English
Journal of the Society for Industrial Archeology
Journal of the Society for musicology in Ireland
Journal of the Speech and Theatre Association of Missouri
Journal of the Tibet Society
Journal of the Tokyo National Museum of Modern Art
Journal of the Undergraduate Writing Program (Columbia University)
Journal of the William Morris Society
Journal of the Zagreb Archaeological Museum
Journal of Tokia University School of Letters (mostly in Japanese)
Journal of Transnational American Studies
Journal of Ukranian Studies
Journal of Undergraduate Research (Minnesota State University)
Journal of urban youth culture
Journal of Virtual Reality and Broadcasting
Journal of Virtual Worlds and Education
Journal of virtual worlds research
Journal of World Anthropology
Journal of World History (just the open access articles)
Journal of World History (selection only)
Journal of World-Systems Research
Journal of Writing Across the Curriculum
Journal of Writing Research
Journal on African philosophy
Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage
Journal on the Art of Record Production (JARP)
Journalistica : journal for journalism research
Journey to the Sea
Jouvert : a journal of postcolonial studies
JSIJ - Jewish studies, an internet journal
Judaic Studies ejournal
Juilliard Journal Online, The
Jump cut: a review of contemporary media
Junctures: the journal for thematic dialogue
JUNG: the e-Journal of the Jungian Society
Jurnal Syariah - Electronic Journal of the University of Malaya
JUS: Journal of Usability Studies
Just Out
Juxtapoz
Juznoslovenski filolog
K.B. Journal (Philosophy of Kenneth Burke)
K@ta
Ka mate ka ora: a new zealand journal of poetry and poetics
Kader
Kairos: a journal of rhetoric, technology and pedagogy
Kairos: Evangelical Journal of Theology
Kaizen Newsletter (Ethics and entrepreneurship)
Kajian Malaysia: Journal of Malaysian Studies
Kakanien Revisited
Kalbu Studijos / Studies about Languages
Kaleidoscope: Postgraduate Journal of Durham University’s Institute of Advanced Study
Kaliber 10000
Kansas Historical Quarterly
Kansas History: A Journal of the Central Plains
Kansas Working Papers in Linguistics
Kant e-Print
Kant Studies Online
Kapralova Society journal: a journal of women in music
Kartika Review
Kateigaho: Japan’s arts and culture magazine
Keltingrove Review
Keltria: Journal of Druidism and Celtic Magick
Kelvingrove Review
Kemanusiaan: the Asian journal of Humanities
Kennesaw Review
Kergu: Online International Journal of Communication Studies
Kerkenes News
Kervan: international journal of Afro-Asiatic studies
Kheshbn (Yiddish literary journal)
Kieler Beiträge zur Filmmusikforschung (Kiel Contributions to Film Music Research)
Kiez21: growing magazine for culture, theory and journalism
Kinema: a journal for film and audiovisual media
Kinesiology
KinoKultura: new Russian cinema
Klepsidra: revista virtual de história
Knowledge Ecology Studies
Knowledge Politics Quarterly
Koinonia Journal (Princeton Theological Seminary)
Kontur
Konturen (Philosophy of borders and delimitations)
Konvergencias
Korea Journal
Korea Studies Review
Korean Art Society Journal
Korean Literature Today
Koreana
Krisis
Kritika Kultura
Kritike: an online journal of philosophy
Kritikos: an international and interdisciplinary journal of postmodern cultural sound, text and image
Kroeber Anthropological Society Papers.
KULT-online: the Interdisciplinary Review Journal for the Study of Culture.
Kulturaustausch
Kuma
Kunstform
KunstForm
KURI-DR Journal (The Dom nomadic cultures of the Middle East and region)
Kurt Weill Newsletter
Kvartal: Chronicle of Croatian Art History
Kyoto Bulletin of Islamic Area Studies
L.E.M.I.R.: literatura española medieval y del renacimiento
L’Observatoire de la societe Britannique
L1: educational studies in language and literature
La casa de Asterión
La Conservatoire: Journal du Conservatoire
La Coronica: A Journal of Medieval Hispanic Languages, Literatures, and Cultures (one issue only)
La Folia: online music review
La France franciscaine: mélanges d'archéologie, d'histoire et de littérature
La Lettre de l'OCIM: Information Muséographique
La revue Histoire et societes de l'Amerique latine
La Scena
La Trobe Papers in Linguistics
Labertino: Electronic Journal of Early Modern Hispanic Literatures and Culture
Labour History journal (only three issues online)
Labrys: studes feministes
Lacanian compass
Lagos Papers in English Studies
LAHOR: journal for Croatian as mother, second and foreign language
Lakon (Open puppetry journal from Indonesia. One issue — no English articles, as yet — but has English abstracts)
Lampeter Working Papers in Classics
Lamplight: literary art magazine
Landscapes of Violence
Language & Ecology
Language & Literacy
Language and Literature
Language archives newsletter
Language documentation and conservation
Language in India
Language learning & technology: a refereed journal for second & foreign language educators
Language Research Bulletin
Language, Society, Culture
LANX (Journal of the School of Archaeology at the University of Milan)
Lapham’s Quarterly: a magazine of history and ideas
Lasu Journal of Humanities
Latest art : the UK's hippest art magazine
Latin American Research Review
Latin American Studies newsletter, and Working Papers series
Latin American Theatre Review
Law & Innovation Journal
Law and Politics Book Review (American Political Science Association)
Law, Text, Culture
LCMND e-Journal
Le Journal des Laboratoires
Le monde de l'art tribal
LEAF Review (building design and designers)
Learned Publishing
Leben : a journal of Reformation life (Christian history)
Lectio Difficilior : European Journal of feminist exegesis
Lecture Series of the Netherlands Inst. for Advanced Studies in the Humanities and Social Sciences
Leeds international classical studies
Leeds Working Papers in Linguistics and Phonetics
Left History
Leisure centre
Lengua y habla
LensCulture
Leonardo Almanac
Leonardo da Vinci Society (London) newsletter
Leonardo reviews online
Les Annales Archeologiques Arabes Syriennes (AAAS)
Les Cahiers du CEIMA
Lesbian/Gay Law Notes (1992-2006 in the USA, has info on censorship cases in the culture wars)

Letras Hispanas: revista de literatura y cultura

Lexis: e-journal in English lexicology

Lexometrica

Liaison magazine

LIAS (early modern history of ideas)

Libellarium: Journal for the history of writing, books, and memory institutions

Liber annuus

Liber Annuus (1990-1999)

Liber Quarterly

Liberal Democrat History Group Newsletter (1993-1996)

Libertarian Heritage

Libraries & the Cultural Record

Libraries and the Cultural Record (1997-2001)

Library Ideas

Library Leadership

Library Philosophy and Practice

Library Research Service ‘Closer Look’ series

Libres: research electronic journal

Libri: International Journal of Libraries and Information Services

LiBRI: Linguistic and Literary Broad Research and Innovation.

Limes (ISSN 2029-0187)

Limina: a journal of historical and cultural studies

Liminalis: journal for sex-gender emancipation and resistance

Liminalities: a journal of performance studies

Limit{E} Beckett (on the writer Samuel Beckett).

Liner Notes

Lingua romana : a journal of French, Italian and Romanian culture

Linguistic Discovery

Linguistica en la red

Linguistica Uralica

Linguistics

Linguistics in the Big Apple : CUNY/NYU Working Papers in Linguistics

Linguistics Journal (ISSN 1718-2298)

Linguistik online

Link : a critical journal on the arts (Baltimore, 1996 - 2006)

Links & Letters ("linguistics, literature and culture of English-speaking world")

LIP

LISA (French journal of literature and ideas, published in English)

Literary Journalism Studies journal

Literary London

Literary Paritantra

Literary research

Literary Review of Canada

Literary Review, The (some full-text)

Literatura y lingüística


Live Design

Lives and Letters : papers

Living Past

Living reviews in landscape research

Living spring journal

Living Tradition
Livraisons d’histoire de l’architecture
Lo Squaderno : explorations in place and society
Loading...
Local Population Studies
Localites/Localities
Locus Online
Logic and Logical Philosophy
Logos
Logos & Episteme
Logos : a journal of Catholic thought and culture
Logos : a journal of modern society and culture
Logos : religijos, filosofijos, komparatyvistikos ir meno zurnalas
Logos : undergraduate journal of philosophy
Lokaratna (official journal of the Indian Folklore Foundation)
London Journal of Canadian Studies
London Journal of Tourism, Sport and Creative Industries
Lonergan Studies Newsletters
Long Now
Looking Glass : New Perspectives on Children’s Literature
LOOP : AIGA Journal of Interaction Design Education
Loops : writing music
LORE : An E-Journal for Teachers of Writing
Lore : rhetoric, writing, culture
Lover
Loxias
Loyola of Los Angeles Entertainment Law Review
Loyola Schools Review
LSE Pamphlet Series
LTTR: an annual independent gender queer feminist art journal
Ludic Society (Game Studies academic zine)
Lumiere
Luna Park Review
Lusotopie
Lutheran Quarterly
Lutheran Theological Review
Lvng
Lyceum
M/C Journal
Maal og Minne
Macalester Islam Journal
Macalester Journal of Philosophy
Macedonian Archaeological News
MacGuffin (Alfred Hitchcock scholars)
MACLAS Latin American Essays
MacQuarie Journal of Business Law
Mad hatters' review
Mafua: Revista de Literatura em Meio Digital
Magazine électronique du CIAC
Magazine In Situ
Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction (reviews only)
Magazine of Pompeii Studies
Magic, Ritual and Witchcraft (University of Pennsylvania Press)
Magistra ladertina
Magnolia: journal of the Southern Garden History Society
Magnolia: journal of women’s literature
Maine Law & Innovation Journal
Majalla (“Biannual scientific journal issued by the court complex Al Qasimi for the study of Arabic language and literature. A magazine specializing in Arabic language studies, literature and thought”. Has some English articles)
MAKE: the magazine of women’s art (one issue only)
Makedonika (Society for Macedonian Studies)
Malaysian Journal of Communication
Mamluk Studies Review.
Mammoth Trumpet
Manas: explorations in ethical thought
Manifold magazine: an inter-university resource for students of architectural theory
Mantis: a journal of poetry, criticism, and translation
Manuscrits: revista d’història moderna
Map Forum
Mapline
Mapline (History of maps and mapping)
Marburg Journal of Religion
Marcel Duchamp studies online journal: tout-fait
Mare Studies
Margin: exploring modern magical realism
Marginalia: Bulletin bibliographique des etudes sur les litteratures et le film populaires
Marginalia: the journal of the Medieval Reading Group at Cambridge
Maria Kannon Zen center: Zen journal
Marine Art Quarterly
Mark Twain Circular (newsletter of the Mark Twain Circle of America)
Marlowe Society Newsletter
Materia : revista d’art
Materia Giudaica
Material Culture Review
Material History of American Religion : electronic journal
Materialist Psychogeographic Affiliation (MPA)
Matériaux pour l’histoire de notre temps
Mathal : Journal of Islamic and Judaic multidisciplinary studies
Matrix
Matrizes : Journal of the Graduate Program in Communication Sciences, University of Sao Paulo
McGill Journal of Middle East Studies
McLuhan Studies
McMaster Journal of Theology and Ministry
McMasters Journal of Communication
McNair Scholars Research Journal
Meanjin
Meat : a journal of writing and materiality
Media @ LSE Working Papers
Media Anthropology Working Papers
Media Fields journal : critical explorations in media and space
Media History Monographs : an online journal of media history
Media Literacy Journal
Media online focus
Media Studies Journal : The First Amendment special issue (one issue only)
Mediascape

Media-Space journal (New media)

Mediations : journal of the Marxist literary group

Médiatiques

Mediatropes

Medical History (1957-2009. History of Medicine)

Medicina Antiqua

MedieKultur : journal of media and communication research

Medieval and Renaissance Drama in England

Medieval archaeology

Medieval English Studies / Medieval and Early Modern English Studies

Medieval English Studies Newsletter

Medieval forum

Medieval Jewish Studies

Medieval philosophy and theology

Medieval Philosophy and Theology (Cornell)

Medieval Warfare Book Reviews

Médiévales

Medina Magazine : Architecture, Interiors, Fine Arts

Mediterranea : Historical Research

Mediterranean Archaeology & Archaeometry

Mediterranean World, The

Mediterranean Yearbook (aka “Med”)

MELA Notes (1997-2007)

Mela Notes : Journal of the Middle East Librarians Association

Mélanges de l'école française de Rome

Melilah : Manchester Journal of Jewish Studies
Melita Historica: Journal of the Malta Historical Society
Memento: National archives of Australia
Memorabilia
Memorandum: memory and history in psychology
Mendel Newsletter (history of genetics and allied sciences)
Mendele Review: Forum for Yiddish Literature and Yiddish Language
Mentor, The: an academic advising journal
Meorot
Mercator Monographs on Minority Media
MESH
Meta: research in hermeneutics, phenomenology, and practical philosophy
Meta Carto Semiotics
Metabasis: philosophy and communication
Metaphorik
Meteorite: student journal of philosophy from the University of Michigan
Methodist Review: A Journal of Wesleyan and Methodist Studies
Methodological Horizons
Methodological Innovations Online
Mètis: Anthropologie des mondes grecs anciens
Metodicki Ogledi
Metropolitan Complex Papers, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin
METU Journal of the Faculty of Architecture
METU Studies in Development
MIA Review (Maori studies)
Michi online: journal of Japanese cultural arts
Mir istorii : rossiiskii elektronnyi zhurnal
Mirabilia : Electronic Journal of Ancient and Medieval History
Miranda : multidisciplinary peer-reviewed journal on the English-speaking world.
Mirare (1995-2001)
Mirator : a multilingual electronic journal devoted to medieval studies
Misceanea de Estudios Arabes y Hebraicos (1996-2002)
Miscelanea : a journal of English and American studies
Mishellanea : pismo studentow MISH UW
Mississippi Rag : voice of traditional jazz and ragtime
MIT Faculty Newsletter
Mitteilungsblatt
Mix magazine : professional audio and music production
MoCo loco: modern contemporary design
Model Ship Builder
Modern Age (Archives)
Modern Art Asia
Modern Asian studies
Modern Greek Studies Yearbook
Modern Journal of Applied Linguistics (MJAL)
Modern Language Review : Supplement
Modern Painters (indexing the large archive of news stories only)
Modern Word, The
Moderna sprak
Modernist cultures
Modernity : critiques of visual culture
Moebius : annual journal of CalPoly College of Liberal Arts
MOFA : magazine of performing arts
Monastic Research Bulletin
Monastic Researchers Newsletter
Monograph Series of the Institute for Cultural Research (London)
Monographs of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
Montage
Montanan Online, The (University of Montana)
Montrerrat Review
Mora (Buenos Aires)
More than thought: a scholarly literary journal devoted to consciousness
Mormon Historical Studies
Morphon: morphology online
Mosaikjournal (“physical and written legacy of ancient civilizations”)
Mother Tongue: Newsletter of the Association for the Study of Language in Prehistory (1987-1996)
Motion picture editors' guild magazine
Mots pluriels
Mountain Ledger, The
Mouseion: journal of the classical association of Canada
Moveable type
Movement: a media studies ejournal
Movie: a journal of Film Criticism (Warwick University)
Moving Image Source (Museum of the Moving Image, New York)
MP: an online feminist journal
mu dot: magazine for urban documentation – opinion – theory
MU Online Historical Journal
Mudlark: an electronic journal of poetry and poetics
Muhon: a Journal on Architecture, Landscape Architecture and the Designed Environment
Multi: The RIT Journal of Plurality and Diversity in Design
Muqarnas: An Annual on the Visual Culture of the Islamic World
Muse India: the literary ejournal
mus-e-journal
Museological Review
Museology
Museology Quarterly
Museum (1998-2010. Publication of the American Association of Museums)
Museum and Society
Museum Anthropology Review
Museum of Osteopathic Medicine Newsletter
Museum of the essential and beyond that: [arteonline]
Museum studies: the Art Institute's journal online
Music & anthropology: journal of musical anthropology of the Mediterranean
Music & Arts in Action
Music & Entertainment Industry Educators Association Journal
Music & Politics
Music and Politics
Music Journal (Journal of the Incorporated Society of Musicians)
Music Therapy Today
Musica em Contexto
Musica Hodie
Música hodie
Musicae Scientiae: Journal of the European Society for the Cognitive Sciences of Music
Musical Perspectives: perspectives and research in music performance
Musical traditions internet magazine
Musicological Explorations
Musicus
Mutatis Mutandis
Mute: culture and politics after the net
Myrtia
Mystery Readers' Journal
Mythological Studies
Mythological Studies Journal
n.paradoxa online PDF issues
N+1
NABMSA Newsletters (North American British Music Studies Association)
Nabokov Online Journal
Nafas art magazine
Name-ye Iran-e Bastan: the International Journal of Ancient Iranian Studies
Nanzan Review of American Studies
Narodna umjetnost: Croatian Journal of Ethnology and Folklore Research
Narrative Magazine
Nase more: Journal of marine sciences
Nasty
Nat Creole
National Forensic Journal (has more than passing relevance to ethics and linguistics)
National Library of Australia Staff Papers
National park service: common ground
National Portrait Gallery (UK): interview transcripts
National Preservation Office e-Journal (British Library)
National Review
Natural Heritage - The Journal of the Natural Heritage Trust (Australia)
Natural Selection: New Zealand & Australian Art Reviews
Naval Review, The (Royal Navy’s independent professional journal, 1913 – 1997)
NBOL: An Online Review of New Books on English and American Literature of the Nineteenth Century

NEA Arts Magazine (Magazine of the U.S. National Endowment for the Arts)

Nebula

Nebula: A Journal of Multidisciplinary Scholarship

Necropsy: The Review of Horror Fiction

NED Journal of Research in Architecture & Planning

Negations

Nehardia: Journal of the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center

NeMe: International Journal of Arts and Technology

Neoamericanist

Neo-Victorian studies

Nepalese Linguistics

Nessie: digital review of contemporary philosophy

Net Art review (ceased 2005)

Networking Knowledge: Journal of the MeCCSA PGN

Neural.it

New Arcadian Journal

New Atlantis

New College Academic Journal

New Criterion

New Cultural Frontiers

New Dawn: Journal of Black Canadian Studies

New Directions in Folklore

New Formations (1987-1990)

New Frontiers in Spatial Concepts: sociohistorical, sociotechnical and transcultural analysis

New Haven Review

New Journal at Yale, The
New Knowledge Environments

New Path, The

New Presence: Review for intellectual and spiritual questions

New Readings

New Sound

New Voices

New voices in classical reception studies

New voices in translation studies

New West Indian Guide (1982 - 2008)

New World notes

New York State Archives magazine

New York State History : an electronic journal

New York Studies in Media Philosophy

New Zealand Journal of Asian Studies

New Zealand Journal of Media Studies

New Zealand Journal of Research in Performing Arts and Education

New Zealand Library & Information Management Journal

New Zealand Rationalist and Humanist

Newfoundland and Labrador Studies

News from the Republic of Letters

Newsletter of the Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture at Harvard University

Newsletter of the American Handel Society

Newsletter of the American Musicology Society

Newsletter of the Arts Council of Mongolia

Newsletter of the Association for Roman Archaeology

Newsletter of the British Institute for the Study of Iraq

Newsletter of the Center for Slavic and East European Studies (University of California, Berkley)
Newsletter of the Committee on Lesbian and Gay History (book reviews)
Newsletter of the Daguerreian Society
Newsletter of the Egyptian Museum, Cairo
Newsletter of the European Association for Jewish Studies
Newsletter of the History of Science Society
Newsletter of the Institute of Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies
Newsletter of the International Association for Literary Journalism Studies
Newsletter of the Midwest Victorian Studies Association
Newsletter of the Potteries of Trenton Society
Newsletter of the Scottish Maps Forum
Newsletter of the Sigmund Freud Museum
Newsletter of the Society for the History of Children and Youth (Includes essays)
Newsletter of the Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas
Newsletter of the Society of Architectural Historians of Great Britain
Nexus Network Journal: Architecture and Mathematics Online
Nietzsche Circle
Nineteenth century gender studies
Nineteenth-century art worldwide
Nirmana: Journal of Visual Communication Design
Nisimazine
NJH: Journal of New Jersey History – Studies in State and Regional History
NMC Media-N: Journal of the new media caucus
NMEDIAC: Journal of New Media and Culture
NOAG
Nordic Irish Studies
Nordic Journal of Aesthetics, The
Nordic Journal of African studies
Nordic Journal of Architectural Research
Nordic Journal of ChildLit Aesthetics
Nordic Journal of Digital Literacy
Nordic Journal of English Studies
Nordic Journal of Information Literacy in Higher Education
Nordic Literature
Nordic Notes (Journal of the Centre for Scandinavian Studies)
Nordic Sounds
Nordic Textile Journal
NORDICOM Newsletter on Children, Youth & Media
Nordicom Review : Nordic Research on Media and Communication
Nordicum-Mediterraneum (Nordic and Mediterranean Studies, in English)
Nordlit
North American Journal of Welsh Studies
North American New Right
North Star : Journal of American-American Religious History
North star journal : a journal for African-American religious history
North Wind : A Journal of George MacDonald Studies
Northern Perspectives (Canadian Arctic)
Northern Review, The (the human experience in the Circumpolar North)
Northwest Journal of Philosophy
Norwegian-American Studies
Nostos Publications (Scholarly monographs on modern Greek poets and poetry)
Notenpapier : magazin der Hochschule für Musik Freiburg
Notes - Italian archaeological bulletin
Notes and records of the Royal Society
Notes and Records of the Royal Society (2001 to 2009 are free)
Notitiae Cantus: An International Newsletter for Gregorian Chant and other Repertoires of Western Chant
Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews
Notre Dame Review
Nottingham Postgrad
Nouvelle revue héraldique, historique et archéologique (1917-1936)
Nouvelle vues sur le cinema Quebecois
Nova Istra
Novitas Royal : research on youth and language
Ntama : journal of African music and popular culture
NTTU Educational Research Journal
NTU studies in language and literature
NUCB Journal of Language, Communication and Culture (Japan, articles in English)
number:inc : an independent journal of the arts
Numeric Newsletter (Statistical Assessment of the Digitisation of Europe's Cultural Heritage)
Nuntius
NY arts
Nytt om runer : Meldingsblad om runeforskning
Oasis
Obit Magazine
Objective Standard
Objectivity
Observar : Electronic journal of the Observatory for Education in the Arts
Observatorio (OBS*)
Observer Translation
Occasion: interdisciplinary studies in the humanities
Occasional Papers of the Townsend Center for the Humanities
Occident & Orient: Newsletter of the German Protestant Institute of Archaeology in Amman
Oceania Newsletter
Ode magazine
Off the Telly (interviews and PDFs only)
Offscreen
Ohio History (inc. Ohio Archaeological and Historical Quarterly)
Oideion: performing arts online
Oklahoma Archaeology
Okor: folyoirat az antik kulturak rol (journal of ancient cultures)
Old English Newsletter (University of Tennessee)
Old Time Herald (Old-time music in America)
Olivier Messiaen
Omertaa: Journal for Applied Anthropology
On the waterfront: on-line magazine on waterfronts, public art, urban development and civic participation
On Tour (British Council theatre magazine)
ONLINE: Exploring Technology & Resources for Information Professionals
Online Journal of Bass Research
Online trombone journal: a free Internet resource for, and by, trombonists
Onomazein
Open Letters
Open Museum Journal
Open Space
Open Theology: a theological quarterly
Open Urban Studies Journal
Openings: studies in book art (forthcoming in 2011)
Opera Canada

Opticon 1826

Opuscula : Short Texts of the Middle Ages and Renaissance.

Opuscula Archaeologica Papers of the Department of Archaeology

Oral History Forum

Oral tradition

Orange Journal of Technical Communication and Information Design

Orbis musicae

Orees

Oregon Historical Quarterly

Oregon Literary Review


Orients Extremus : Journal for the Language, Art and Culture of the Far East


Orient Bulletin

Oriental Ceramic Society of the Philippines newsletter

Oriental Institute News & Notes.

Oriental rug review

Orientalia Parthenopea

Orissa Historical Research Journal

Orissa Review

Oscholars, The

Osijek journal

OSLA : Oslo Studies in Language

Osler Library Newsletter (History of medicine)

OSOM : Ohio State Online Music Journal

Other Minds
Other Voices
Other voices : the (e)journal of cultural criticism
Ottowa Papers in Linguistics
Outlines : Critical Practice Studies
Outside the Box : The Tsukuba Multi-Lingual Forum
Outskirts : feminisms along the edge
Oxford Architecture Yearbook
Oxonian Review of Books
Oxoniensia
Ozon
P : Portuguese cultural studies
P.4.B : Philosophy for Business e-journal
Pacific Coast Archaeological Society Quarterly
Pacific Journalism Review
Pacific Review of Ethnomusicology
Pacific Rim Review of Books
Pacific World : Journal of the Institute of Buddhist Studies
Packaging digest
PackagingNews.co.uk
PAGE
PAGE (bulletin of the Computer Arts Society)
Pages
Pages magazine
Paideusis : International Journal in Philosophy of Education
Painted Bride Quarterly
Pakistaniaat : a journal of Pakistan Studies
Pakn Treger (Yiddish Literature)

Palaeontology electronica

PalArch : Netherlands scientific journal

PalArch's Journal of Archaeology of Egypt / Egyptology

PalArch's Journal of Archaeology of Northwest Europe

Paleoanthropology

Palinsesti : Contemporary Italian Art On-line Journal

Pan

Panel Borders

Pantaneto Forum

Panuval : Journal of Tamil Studies

Papers : explorations into children’s literature.

Papers and Proceedings of the Dept of Historical Research ...Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts

Papers from the Institute of Archaeology

Papers of surrealism

Papers of the AKPIA@MIT Forum : Studies In Architecture, History and Culture

Papers on Joyce

Papyrus : art history e-journal

Parabolica

Paradigm

Paradigm : Journal of the Textbook Colloquium (history of textbooks)

Parallel

Parameters : US Army War College Quarterly

Parergon

PARI Journal (Precolombian art history)

Paris Review

Paris Transatlantic magazine
Parkett
Paroles gelees (French and Francophone Studies)
Parrhesia : a journal of critical philosophy
Parsons Journal for Information Mapping
Part
Partial Answers : journal of literature and the history of ideas
Participations : journal of audience and reception studies
Pasos : Journal of Tourism and Cultural Heritage
Passages
Passport : The Arkansas Review of Literary Translation
Past : newsletter of the Prehistoric Society
PAST : Pioneer America Society Transactions
Past horizons : online journal of volunteer archaeology and training
Past Imperfect
Pasteblume : journal of translation
Patrin Web Journal : Romani Culture and History
Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art : newsletter
Paulinian Compass, The
PDF mags.com
Peer Review
Pegasus : Berlin contributions in the preservation of antiquity
Pegasus-Onlinezeitschrift
Peitho : journal of the Coalition of Women Scholars in the History of Rhetoric and Composition
Penn African Studies Newsletter
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography
Pensando - Revista de Filosofia
People and Place (1996-2008)
People, Place and Policy Online
Peregrinations
Perfect Sound Magazine
Perforations
Performance Paradigm
Performance Practice Review
Performance Prompt
Performing Art Network Japan (Japan Foundation publication)
Perigee: Publication for the Arts
PERILUS (Phonetic Experimental Research at the Institute of Linguistics, University of Stockholm)
Perspectivas del Mundo da la Comunicacion
Perspective: journal of the Art Directors Guild
Perspectives : journal of the Overseas Young Chinese Forum
Perspectives on Evil and Human Wickedness ejournal
Perspectives on History
Persuasions : the Jane Austen journal
Pertanika Journal of Social Sciences & Humanities
Petronian Society Newsletter
Petronian Society newsletter (ancient novels)
PhaenEx : journal of Existential and Phenomenological Theory and Culture
Phalanx : a quarterly review for continuing debate
Phares : revue philosophique étudiante de l'Université Laval
Phenomena : journal of language and literature
Phenomenology and Practice
Philament: an online journal of the arts and culture
Philia e filia
Philologica: bilingual journal of Russian and theoretical philology
Philomusica online
Philosophers’ Imprint
Philosophical Age: Almanac, The (St. Petersburg Center for the History of Ideas)
Philosophical Frontiers: a journal of emerging thought
Philosophical News (Italian/English)
Philosophical Papers and Review (academicjournals.org)
PhiloSophos articles archive
Philosophy East and West (1951-1999)
Philosophy for Business
Philosophy in Review (formerly Canadian Philosophical Reviews)
Philosophy Pathways
Philosophy, Ethics, and Humanities in Medicine
Phin
Photoresearcher: publication of the European Society for the History of Photography
Phronimon (Partial, about 50 articles)
PIA: Papers from the Institute of Archaeology (Issues from 1990, 1993, 1994 are all free online)
Piano pedagogy forum
Picture Framing Magazine (sample articles only)
Pingmag
Pivot: a journal of interdisciplinary studies and thought
Place and Location
Places: design observer
Places : Forum of Design for the Public Realm
Plagiary : cross-disciplinary studies in plagiarism, fabrication, and falsification
Platform : Journal of Media and Communication.
Platform : postgraduate ejournal of theatre and performing arts
Platforum (graduate journal of the Department of Anthropology at the University of Victoria)
Plath Profiles : An interdisciplinary journal for Sylvia Plath studies
Plato : The Internet Journal of the International Plato Society
Play and Folklore (childhood and children's culture)
Playback: the bulletin of the British Library Sound Archive
Playbill (Theatre and performance)
Pleiades: A Journal of New Writing (University of Central Missouri)
Pli : the Warwick Journal of Philosophy
Ploughshares : the literary journal at Emerson College
Plural
Poblet (Monasticism)
Poe Studies
Poetess archive
Poetry Foundation : online journal
Poets
Poets and Artists
Polanyiana : the periodical of the Michael Polanyi liberal philosophical association
Polar intertia : journal of nomadic and popular culture
Polari Journal
Polemos: Journal of Interdisciplinary Research on War and Peace
Policy Review (Stanford Uni)
Polish Archaeology in the Mediterranean : reports.
Polish music journal
Politica y Cultura (Mexico)
Polylog
Pomegranate: The International Journal of Pagan Studies
Pomoerium
Pop Politics
Pop Politics magazine
Popular Entertainment Studies
Popular Music History
Popular Musicology Online
Pores
Poroi: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Rhetorical Analysis and Invention
Porphyra
Porta Linguarum
Portal
PORTAL: Journal of Multidisciplinary International Studies
Portrait: Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery News
Portrait Signature (Journal of the American Society of Portrait Artists)
Position Papers
Post identity
Postamble
Postcolonial Europe
Postgraduate English: a Journal and Forum for Postgraduates in English (UK)
Postgraduate Journal of Aesthetics
Postmodern culture (PMC)
Postscript
Post-scriptum.org: revue de recherche interdisciplinaire en textes et médias
POV : Danish journal of film studies

Powys Society Newsletter (John Cowper Powys)

Poznan Studies in Contemporary Linguistics (1973-2006)

Practical Matters : a transdisciplinary multimedia journal of religious practices and practical theology

Pragmatics (linguistics)

Praxis : Journal of Philosophy

Praxis international : a philosophical journal

Present Pasts

Presstime

Preteritus : a graduate history journal

Price William Reliquary (History of Prince William County, Virginia, USA)

Prick of the Spindle

Prilozi

Princeton University Library Chronicle

Princeton/Stanford Working Papers in Classics

Principios

Print

Printing History : The Journal of the American Printing History Association

PRism (Public Relations studies)

Prism (Yale Institute of Sacred Music)

Prisma : Revista de Ciencias da Informacao e da Comunicacao do CETAC

Private Library : journal of the Private Libraries Association, The

Pro et Contra journal

Pro Ethnologia (1993-2005)

Proceedings and Papers of the Georgia Association of Historians

Proceedings of International Conference of Near Eastern Archeomusicology.

Proceedings of the American Society of Business and Behavioral Sciences
Proceedings of the Friesian School
Proceedings of the History of Anaesthesia Society
Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society (book reviews only)
Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, Section C (On archaeology and history)
Proceedings of the Society for California Archaeology.
Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland (1851-2002)
Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association
Proceedings of the Western Society for French History
Procesos históricos : revista de historia, arte y ciencias sociales
Profesional de la información
Professional jeweler magazine
Prolegomena: Journal of Philosophy
Prolepsis : online book review journal for English studies
Prologue (magazine of the U.S. National Archives and Records Administration)
Prose poem, The : an international journal
Proud Flesh
Provenance : The Journal of Public Record Office Victoria
Provincial China
Psaltiki : the online journal (an international journal of scholarship and readings in Byzantine Chant, Musicology, Hymnology and Typikon)
Psikeba : revista de psicoanálisis y estudios culturales
PsyArt : online journal for the psychological study of the arts
Psychoanalysis.downunder : online journal of the Australian Psychoanalytical Society
Publi@forum
Public Domain Inc.
Public History Review
Public journal of semiotics
Public Knowledge Journal
Public Reason: journal of political and moral philosophy
Public Relations Journal
Publishers’ Weekly
Pynchon Notes (Thomas Pynchon studies)
Quaderni D’Italianistica (Canadian Society for Italian Studies. 1980-2006)
Quaderno (early American history)
Quaderns: revista de traducció
Quaderns de la Mediterrania
Quaderns-e: Institut Catala d’Antropologia
Quadrat (history of the British book trade, one free issue only)
Qualitative Report, The
Qualitative Sociology Review (many articles of interest to those in media, literature, history, ethics)
Quarta: Polish Contemporary Music Magazine (in English)
Quarterly Journal of Ideology
Quarterly Literary Review Singapore
Quarterly Studies of Tribes and Tribals
Queen: a journal of rhetoric and power
Queensland Archaeological Research
Quest
Quest: an African journal of philosophy
Quest: issues in contemporary Jewish history.
Questioning Greek Exceptionalism
Quidditas: Journal of the Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association
Quietus, The
Quill and Quire


Quntres : An Online Journal for the History, Culture, and Art of the Jewish Book

Quodlibet : online journal of Christian theology and philosophy

Quodlibet: The Australian Journal of Trans-national Writing

Quotidian : Dutch journal for the study of everyday life.

RA e-magazine

Radical musicology

Radical Philosophy (just indexing — interviews, commentary, conference reports).

Radical software

Radiocarbon

Radovi / Institute for historical sciences in Zadar

Radovi / Institute for scientific and artistic work in Bjelovar

RAG, The (quarterly of the Roman Archaeology Group at UWA)

RagaNet

Raharvard : a Persian journal of Iranian Studies

Rain Taxi

Rambles (folk roots reviews)

Rangefinder magazine

Rare Book Review

Rasenna : Journal of the Center for Etruscan Studies

Rasprave Instituta za hrvatski jezik i jezikoslovje

Rationality, Markets and Morals

RaVoN

Ravon : Romanticism and Victorianism on the Net

Raw Vision

Raymond Carver Review
RBM : A Journal of Rare Books, Manuscripts, and Cultural Heritage

RE

REA : Religion, Education and the Arts

REA Journal

Readerly / Writerly Texts : Essays on Literary, Composition, and Pedagogical Theory

Reading in a Foreign Language

Reading matrix : an international online journal

RealTime and OnScreen

Reason & Respect : a journal of civil discourse

Reason Papers : a journal of interdisciplinary normative studies

Recent Setbacks in Conservation

Recerca musicològica

Recess : the world of children’s culture (transcripts of regular US PBR broadcasts by scholars)

Recherches franco-helléniques

Recirca

reCollections : journal of the National Museum of Australia

Reconstruction : studies in contemporary culture

Red Feather : international journal of children’s visual culture

Redescriptions : Yearbook of Political Thought, Conceptual History and Feminist Theory

Reformation : the academic journal of the Tyndale Society (one free issue online)

Reformation and Renaissance Review

Réforme, Humanisme, Renaissance

Reinvention : a journal of undergraduate research

Religere : Studies in Religion and Reception

Religiologiques

Religion & Liberty (1991-2010, Acton Institute)

Religion and Cognition
Religion in the News
Religions of South Asia
Remix magazine
Renaissanceforum
Renaissance : a monthly Islamic journal
Renaissance and Reformation (1964-2004)
Renaissance forum : an electronic journal of early-modern literacy and historical studies
Renaissance Journal (Warwick University)
Renditions : A Journal on Chinese Literature and Culture
Renewed Life
Répertoire archéologique de l'Anjou (1859-1869)
Reportage
Reportage: The online magazine of photojournalism
Reporter Online
Reports of the National Center for Science Education (1997-2010). Book reviews only.
Republics of Letters : a journal for the study of knowledge, politics, and the arts
Research and Issues in Music Education
Research and issues in music education (RIME)
Research in Archaeological Education Journal
Research in Higher Education Journal (aabri.com)
Research in Theoretical Linguistics
Research issues in art, design and media
Research Letters in Communications
Research Library Issues
Research Notebooks (Institute for Neo-Hellenic Research)
Research on textbooks and educational media
Resonance (1993-1999, IRCAM. French)
Resonance: an interdisciplinary music journal
Resonate (Magazine and Journal of the Australian Music Centre Online)
Resonate magazine
Reti medievali: iniziative on line per gli studi medievistici
Retiarius
Retort
Retrospect Journal
Retrospective Methods Network Newsletter (Folklore Studies at the University of Helsinki)
REVER: Revista de Estudos da Religiao
Review of Biblical Literature
Review of Communication
Review of Communication (National Communication Assoc.)
Review of Croatian History
Review of European Studies
Review of European Studies (ccsenet.org)
Review of Islam in the Modern World
Review of Literatures of the European Union
Review of Senj
Reviews and Criticism of Vietnam War Theatrical and Television Dramas
Reviews in Cultural Theory
Reviews in history
Revist Becan - direct article link
Revista Academia Fortelor Terestre
Revista Archai (Journal of Studies on the Origins of Western Thought)
Revista Colombiana de las Artes Escénicas
Revista Complutense de Historia de America
Revista de Antropologia Experimental
Revista de Estudios Internacionales Mediterraneos (REIM)
Revista de Estudios NorteAmericanos
Revista de Historia da Arte e Arqueologia (Brazil)
Revista del CDL
Revista Electronica de Historia do Brasil
Revista Espanola de Linguistica Aplicada (RESLA)
Revista Estudos de Literatura Brasileira Contemporanea
Revista Facom
Revista Haucaypata
Revista Historia
Revista HMiC : Historia Moderna i Contemporania
Revista Iberoamericana
Revista Internacional d’Humanitats
Revista Internacional d’Humanitats
Revista Latina de Comunicacion Social (Has an English version)
Revista Litteris
Revista Musical Chilena (Music in Chile)
Revista Reti Medievali
Revista SANKOFA de Historia da África e de Estudos da Diáspora Africana
Revista Teias
Revista/Review Interamericana
Revistas Civilizar
Revue d’Archeologie Generale
Revue d’Assyriologie et d’Archeologie Orientale
Revue d’histoire des sciences
Revue de l’Art
Revue de l'histoire des religions
Revue de l'histoire des religions
Revue de Recherche en Civilisation Americaine (RRCA)
Revue des mondes musulmans et de la Méditerranée
Revue d'Etudes Tibetaines
Revue d'histoire de l'Église de France
Revue Internationale des Droits de l'Antiquite
Revue Numismatique
Revue plurielles (all journals)
Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie
Rhetor : journal of the Canadian society for the study of rhetoric
Rhetorical Review : The Electronic Review of Books on the History of Rhetoric
Rhizomes.net : cultural studies in emerging knowledge
Richmond Journal of Philosophy
Riding the meridian
RIF/T An Electronic Space for Poetry, Prose, and Poetics
RIG kulturhistorisk tidsskrift (1994-2008)
RIHA Journal: Journal of the International Association of Research Institutes in the History of Art
Rising East : Journal of East London Studies
Road to East Asia : A Journal on Contemporary East Asian literature in English
Rocky Mountain Review
Roman Frontier Studies (One full issue online)
Roman Legal Tradition : a Journal of Ancient Medieval and Modern Civil Law
Romanitas : lenguas y literaturas romances
Romantic circles
Romantic circles : praxis series
Romantic Circles Praxis Series (RCPS)
Romantisme : revue du dix-neuvième siècle

RootsZone

Rose+Croix Journal

Rosetta : papers of the institute of archaeology and antiquity, university of Birmingham

Roth : Journal of Japanese Gardening

Rouge

Royal Ontario Museum Archaeological Newsletter.

RSA Journal (North American literature)

Rugers University Undergraduate Philosophy Journal

Rune : the MIT journal of arts and letters

Rungh

Rupestreweb : arte rupestre en América Latina

Rupkatha Journal on Interdisciplinary Studies in Humanities.

Rural History Today (British Agricultural History Society)

Ruscino : Revue d'histoire et d'archéologie du Roussillon et des autres pays catalans

Russell : the journal of Bertrand Russell studies

Rutgers Dept. of Arts History : Annual Newsletter

Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion

Rutherford Journal

S : journal of the Jan van Eyck Circle for Lacanian Ideology Critique

SA : sound arts : XEBEC SoundCulture membership magazine

Sacred Music (Scholarly journal of the Church Music Association of America)

Saeculum : Revista de Historia

Saeculum : Undergraduate Academic Journal for the Study of Christianity and Culture

Safundi: the journal of South African and American comparative studies

Saga journal : an academic Star Wars fan journal

Salt Flats Annual
Samizdat
Samples
Samtiden
Santa Fe Institute Bulletin
Sarai Readers
Sarmatian review
SAS bulletin : newsletter of the society for archaeological sciences
Sats : Nordic Journal of Philosophy
Saudi Aramco World
Savvy : art.contemporary.african
SCAN : journal of media arts culture
Scandia : tidskrift for historisk forskning (1934-2010)
Scandinavian-Canadian Studies
Scenario : Journal for Drama and Theatre in Foreign and Second Language Education
Scene 360 : the film and arts online magazine
Scenography International
Scholar & Feminist Online
Scholar Journal
Scholarly and Research Communication
Scholia
Scholia Reviews
Schuylkill
ScieCominfo : Nordic-Baltic Forum for Scientific Communication
Science Fiction Research Association Review
Science Fiction Studies
Sciences & Fictions
Scope: an online journal of film studies
Scottish Affairs
Scottish Archaeological Internet Reports
Scream online, The
Scribe: Journal of Babylonian Jewry
Scrinia Slavonica
SCRIPTed - A Journal of Law, Technology & Society
Scroll: essays on the design of electronic text
Sculpture magazine
Sea Breeze: Liberian writing
Seachange.
Seachanges: ... Women Scholars of Religion and Theology (2001-2005)
Search: Journal for New Music and Culture
Secular Culture & Ideas
Sederi Yearbook (Yearbook of the Spanish and Portuguese Society for English Renaissance Studies)
Segue
Sehepunkte: Rezensionsjournal für die Geschichtswissenschaften
Selcuk Universitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitusu Dergisi
Selected Papers of the Ohio Valley Shakespeare Conference
SELM: Journal of the Spanish Society for Mediaeval English Language and Literature. 1991-2008
Semestrale Studi (e testi) Italiani
Seminar: media, technology, and lifelong learning
Semiotic Review of Books
Senior Seminar Anthology of the Department of English and Philosophy, University of West Georgia
Serbian Studies (2000-2005)
Serie Antropologia
Settler Colonial Studies
Sextures (exploring the translations of politics and cultures into sexualities)
SF Commentary
Shakespeare Revue
Shape (Interdisciplinary philosophy)
Shibboleths: a journal of comparative theory
Shift: Graduate Journal of Visual and Material Culture
Shima: the international journal of research into island cultures
Shingetsu Electronic Journal of Japanese-Islamic Relations
Shofar: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Jewish Studies
Siar: the Journal of the Western Institute of Irish Studies
SIARB
Sic!
SIGGRAPH Arts Review
SIGKDD Explorations
Signa: revista de la asociación española semiótica
SignandSight
Signature: Women in Music
Signatures
Signotica (postgrad journal of linguistics and literature, Universidade Federal de Goias, Brazil)
Signs
Sikh bulletin, The
Sikh Spectrum
Silk Road Journal
Silk Road, The
Sillages Critiques
Simon Stevin Series in the Ethics of Technology
Simon Stevin Series in the Philosophy of Technology
Simply Haiku: A Quarterly Journal of Haiku and Related Forms

Sincronía

Singapore Art


Sino-Platonic Papers (University of Pennsylvania’s Dept of East Asian Languages and Civilizations)

Sino-US English Teaching

Site

Site/Lines (Foundation for Landscape Studies)

Sites

Sites et monuments

SKASE Journal of Literary Studies

SKASE Journal of Theoretical Linguistics

SKASE Journal of Translation and Interpretation

Skedaddle

Skepsi: an Interdisciplinary Online Journal of European Thought and Theory in Humanities and Social Sciences

Skepski (peer reviewed student journal of the School of European Culture and Languages)

Skug: journal for music

SKY: Journal of Linguistics (Linguistic Association of Finland)


Slanted (on typography)

Slavic Eurasia Papers

Slavic Eurasian Studies

Slayage: online international journal of Buffy studies

Slovene Linguistic Studies (Partly in English)

Slovene Studies Journal

Slovo: Journal of Old Church Slavonic Institute

Slow Trains
Small Axe: a Caribbean forum for criticism
Small Wars Journal
Smithsonian Annals of Flight (Smithsonian Contributions and Studies Series)
Smithsonian Contributions to Anthropology (Smithsonian Contributions and Studies Series)
Smithsonian Contributions to History and Technology (Smithsonian Contributions and Studies Series)
Smithsonian magazine
Smithsonian Preservation Quarterly
Smithsonian Studies in Air and Space (Smithsonian Contributions and Studies Series)
Snippets (linguistics)
Snowy Range Reflections: A Journal of Sierra Nevada History and Biography
SOAS Bulletin of Burma Research
SOAS Literary Review
Social and Cultural Sciences Journal (Kaname Osamu School, Chiba University, Japan)
Social Evolution & History
Social History
Social History in Museums
Social History of Alcohol and Drugs: An Interdisciplinary Journal, The
Sociedad de investigación del arte rupestre de Bolivia (SIARB) : Boletín
Societas Magica Newsletter (Scholarly study of historical magic)
Société archéologique de Bordeaux (1874-1928)
Société des amis des arts, sciences, archéologie et histoire locale de la Bresse louhannaise
Society & Animals: journal of Human-Animal Studies
Society for American Music Bulletin (Formerly the Sonneck Society Bulletin)
Society for Arabian studies
Society for Archaeological Sciences Bulletin
Society for Eighteenth-Century Music Newsletter
Society for Industrial Archeology Newsletter (SIAN)

Society for the Study of American Women Writers Newsletter

Society of Architectural Historians of Great Britain, Newsletter

Society of German National Minority Yearbook

Sociologica (just the special issue on cultural consumption)

Sociology and Space

Sociology of Islam & Muslim Societies

Soletras (Brazil)

Solon: crimes and misdemeanours, deviance and the law in historical perspective

Some Fantastic

Songklanakarin: E-Journal of Social Sciences & Humanities (a Thai ejournal)

Sophie Journal

Sorites: digital journal of analytical philosophy

Sotherby’s At Auction (online magazine of Sotheby’s auction house)

Souffles

Souls: a critical journal of black politics, culture and society

Sound on Sound (feature articles only)

Soundscape: The Journal of Acoustic Ecology

Soundscapes.info: journal on media culture

Source

Source Israel

Sources: revue d’etudes Anglophone (Many articles in English)

South African Journal of Art History (partial – about 80 articles)

South African Journal of Information and Communication

South Asia: a publication of the Institute of South Asian Studies

South Asia Archive and Library Group newsletter

South Asia language pedagogy and technology
South Asia Multidisciplinary Academic Journal

South Asian cultural studies


South Bohemian Anglo-American Studies

South Carolina Review

South central music bulletin

Southeast Asian Studies

Southeast Asian Studies (1963-2010)

Southeast Review of Asian Studies

Southerly

Southern African Journal of Information and Communication, The

Southern spaces

Southwest Journal of Cultures

Southwest Philosophical Studies: the journal of the New Mexico West Texas Philosophical Society

Spaces: a Journal For Unique Arts and Humanities Research (aka Spaces: E-Journal of Arts and Humanities)

Spaces of identity

Spaces of Identity (2001-2008. Social identity in context of architecture, place, media)

Spaces of Utopia

Spanish Journal of Comparative Education

Spanish Journal of History of Natural Sciences and Technology

Sparta: Journal of Ancient Spartan and Greek History


Speaker Series of the Center for Writing at the University of Minnesota

Spectator (arts and book reviews)

Spectrum

Speculations: a journal of speculative realism

Spenser Review, The (Spenserian studies)
Sphæra : newsletter of the Museum of the History of Science, Oxford
Spikemagazine.com : picking the brains of popular culture
Spoils of War
Spolia : journal of medieval studies
Spontaneous Generations : a journal for the history and philosophy of science
Spotlight (Kemper Art Museum essay series)
Springerin
SQS : journal of queer studies
St. Andrews Studies in French History and Culture
St. Austin Review
Stage Directions
Stage, The (Indexing the reviews only)
Standpoint : cultural and political magazine
Stanford Humanities Review
Stanford journal of archaeology (SJA)
Stanford journal of East Asian affairs (SJEAA)
Starinar
STARS (ISSN 0973-7812)
Static
STET Journal eng lit
Stirings Still (journal of existential literature)
STM online
StoneWatch : the world of petroglyphs
Storicamente : labatorio di storia (Italina, but some English articles)
Storico Messinese
Stream : a graduate journal of communication
Stream: culture/politics/technology

Streetnotes

Strings Magazine (Classic musicians and their instruments)

Structure and Dynamics (anthropology)

Student Journal for New Testament Studies, The

Student Journal of Canadian Jewish Studies

Student Life! (History ejournal)

Studi Linguistici e Filologici Online (2003-2009)

Studia Anglica Posnaniensia (2001-2007)

Studia Anglica Resoviensia

Studia Antiqua: The Journal of the Student Society for Ancient Studies

Studia Antiqua et Archaeologica

Studia Celtica Fennica

Studia ethnologica Croatica

Studia Graeco-Arabica

Studia humaniora tartuensia

Studia Judaica

Studia mythologica Slavica (Slavic mythology)

Studia Philosophica Estonica

Studia Romanica et Anglica Zagrabiensia

Studia Rudolphina (Art and Culture in the Age of Rudolf II)

Studia Swedenborgiana (1974-2006)

Studies: an Irish Quarterly Review

Studies in American Indian Literatures

Studies in Ancient Art and Civilization

Studies in Bibliography

Studies in Canadian literature
Studies in Comparative Religion
Studies in Contemporary Islam
Studies in Gothic Fiction
Studies in Literature and Language
Studies in material thinking
Studies in Media and Culture
Studies in Mediterranean Antiquity and Classics
Studies in Polish Linguistics (In English) Also available here.
Studies in popular culture
Studies in religion
Studies in Slavic Cultures
Studies in Social and Political Thought (1999-2008) (Some articles on philosophical and historical topics)
Studies in the history of ethics
Studies in the Maternal
Studies in Urban Culture
Studies in Victorian Culture
Studies of the Old Church Slavonic Institute
Studies of Tribes and Tribals
Studies on Asia
Studio International
Studio Notes : the journal for working artists (1997-2000)
Studio Potter
Style (2008-2010. Literary criticism)
Styles of Communication
Substance
Sudan & Nubia journal (Partial indexing)
Sudanic Africa : A Journal of Historical Sources
Sudarsky Memorial Working Paper Series (Hadassah International Research Institute on Jewish Women at Brandeis University)
SUFI Journal
Suhayl : international journal for the history of the exact and natural sciences in Islamic civilisation
Sul ponticello: revista online de estudios musicales
Sun Yat-sen Journal of Humanities (Taiwan)
Sungkyun Journal of East Asian Studies
Sunstone magazine (Mormonism)
Surfaces
Surj : Stanford Undergraduate Research Journal
Surveillance & Society
Survey Research Methods : official journal of The European Survey Research Association
Sussex Archaeological Collections
Suvremena lingvistika
SV
Svenska institutet i Rom
Swahili Forum journal
Swedish Journal of Musicology
Swiss Films Info
SWITCH
Sword Forum
Sydney Journal
Sydney Studies in English (1975-2008)
Sydney Studies in English (1975-current)
Sydney Studies in Religion
Symbiosis : A Journal of Ango-American Literary Relations
Symbolon (theatre, art history, arts education)
Symposia : The Graduate Student Journal of the Centre for the Study of Religion at the University of Toronto
Sync: The Regent Journal of Film and Video and the Regent Online Journal of Communication
Synoptique
Synthesis
Synthesis philosophica
Syria : Archeologie, Art et histoire
Syrian Studies Association Newsletter
SYSTASIS
T. E. Lawrence Studies
TAARII Newsletter : The American Academic Research Institute in Iraq
Tableau : magazine of the division of humanities at the University of Chicago (1999-2008)
Tablet, The (Catholic newspaper)
Tafter Journal
Taiwan Journal of Anthropology
Taiwan Journal of Southeast Asian Studies
Talia dixit : revista interdisciplinar de retórica e historiografia
Talk Story (Smithsonian Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage, Smithsonian Institution)
Tangents (archive 1997-2007)
Tankang Journal of Humanities and Social Studie
Tanner Lectures Series on Human Values
Tate encounters
Tate Etc
Tate papers
TAU/CMC/Mediterranean Historical Review (four sample articles)
Tautosakos darbai / Folklore Studies
Tavoos (Iranian visual arts and film)
TD : The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa
TDink
Teaching American Literature: A Journal of Theory and Practice
Teaching Classical Languages
Techné : Research in philosophy and technology
Technological Directions in Music Learning
Technology in Australia 1788-1988
Tekmeria (Tekmhpia): National Hellenic Research Foundation, Institute of Greek and Roman Antiquity
Television Quarterly
Televizion (children’s TV)
Telón de fondo : revista de teorí¬a y crí¬tica cultural
TeMA : Territorio Mobilita e Ambiente
TEMPO E ARGUMENTO
Tengwestie
Tennessee Williams annual review
Terra Australis
Terra roxas e outras terras : revista de estudos literários
Terrae Incognitae: The Journal for the History of Discoveries
TESL-EJ : teaching English as a second or foreign language
Testo e Senso
Texas Archeological Bulletin
Texas Papers on Latin America
Text : journal of writing and writing courses
TEXT Technology : journal of the Society for Digital Humanities
Text technology : the journal of computer text processing
Text, Practice and Performance
Textos de Historia
Textpraxis
Textual reasoning
Thales+friends: bridging the chasm between mathematics and human culture
The International Journal of Healthcare and Humanities
The Muslim Thinker (1989-1990)
The New Republic (Book Reviews only)
The Reasoner
The Review (Archive of the English-language cultural magazine of The National, Abu Dhabi)
Theandros
Theatre Arts Journal: Studies in Scenography and Performance
Theatre History Studies
Theatre Research in Canada
Themelios (Theology)
Then: technology, humanities, education and narrative
Theocrit: undergraduate journal of literary theory and criticism
Theologian, The
Theological Librarianship
Theological Librarianship: An Online Journal of the American Theological Library Association
Theology Today
Theoria: an international journal for theory, history and foundations of science.
Theory@Buffalo (interdisciplinary journal of the humanities, State University of New York)
THEPES
Thinking Faith: online journal of the British Jesuits
Third Space: a journal of feminist theory and culture
Third World Studies Journal
This Rough Magic
Thomas More Studies
Thought and Practice: A Journal of the Philosophical Association of Kenya
three:d : newsletter of MeCCSA (Media Comm. & Cultural Studies Assoc.)
THYLAZINE : Australian Journal of Arts, Ethics & Literature
Tibetan Review (archive only)
Tidskrift for litteraturvetenskap
Tiempos modernos : revista electrónica de historia moderna
Tilkal: The Journal of Tol Harndor (Tolkien Society)
Time Present : The Newsletter of the T.S. Eliot Society
Times Higher Education Supplement
time-sense : electronic quarterly on the art of Gertrude Stein
Tirant : butlletí informatiu i bibliogràfic
Tiraz : Lingua, Literatura e Cultura Arabe
Tiresias
Titular
Tolstoy Studies
Tonos
Tonos digital
Tool Shed : a journal of tool collecting
Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Statues, Reliefs, and Paintings
Toronto Slavic quarterly
Toronto Working Papers in Linguistics
Tosho Shinbun
Touchstone magazine (The Fellowship of St. James)
Tourism: An International Interdisciplinary Journal
Tourismos
Town Planning and Architecture
Trabajos de prehistoria
Trabalhos de Arqueologia
Tracey: contemporary drawing research
Traditional Drama Forum: the online newsletter of the Traditional Drama Research Group
Traduccion Iberica y Americana / Iberian & American Translation
Trames: a journal of the humanities and social sciences
Trans: Internet journal for Cultural Sciences
TRANS: Internet-Zeitschrift für Kulturwissenschaften
Trans}}] Music Review
Transactions of the Oriental Ceramic Society, 1921-1996
Transactions of the Oriental Ceramics Society (1921-2008)
Transatlantica
Transcendent Philosophy: An International Journal for Comparative Philosophy and Mysticism
Transcendental friend
Transcending silence
Transcript: European internet review of books and writing
TranscUlturAl (Translations and cultures)
Transcultural Studies
Transcultural Studies: A Series in Interdisciplinary Research
Transformative works and cultures
Transforming Cultures eJournal
Transit
Transition tradition
Translation & Interpreting
Translation & Interpreting.
Translation Terminology Writing: Studies in the text and its transformations
Translocations
Transnational Curriculum Inquiry
Transnational Literature (formerly Quodlibet: The Australian Journal of Transnational Writing)
Transoxiana: journal libre de estudios orientales
Transposition: Musique et sciences sociales
Travaux et mémoires
Tribal Arts
Tribuna
Trikster: Nordic queer journal
tripleC
Tripodos: revista digital de comunicacio
Trismegistos Online Publications (TOP)
Trivia: voices of feminism
Trombone Journal
Tropis (nautical archaeology and ancient nautical history)
Trout (New Zealand arts and literature)
Trumpeter: journal of Ecosophy, The
TSHA - Southwestern historical quarterly - contents
TTC: Revista de ciencias sociales y de la comunicación
Tuluva (Folk Performing Arts in India)
Turath al-Arabi (Arab heritage)
Turk Arkeoloji ve Etnografya Dergisi (Turkish Journal of Archaeology and Ethnography)
Turkic Studies
Turkish Studies: Languages, Literature and History of Turkish
Twelvepoint.com
Tydskrif vir letterkunde
Tympanum: A Journal of Comparative Literary Studies
Tyndale Bulletin
Tyndale Society Journal
Typographica: a journal of typography
Tyragetia (new series)
U&lc online: upper & lowercase magazine
ubuweb
UC Publications in Linguistics
UCI Undergraduate Research Journal
UCLA Encyclopedia of Egyptology (the open journal-like version)
UCLA Indo-European Studies (First issue only)
UCLA Occasional Papers in Linguistics
U-Journal
Ukrainian Literature: A Journal of Translations
Umbrella
Umbrella (archive)
Umbrella online
UME: International Architecture Magazine
un magazine
Undercurrent (Film Studies)
Undergraduate Journal of Slavic and East/Central European Studies
UNESCO Observatory refereed e-journal
United States Naval War College review
Universes in universe: worlds of art
University and Society
University Museums and Collections Journal
University of California at Santa Cruz Linguistics Research Center Publications
University of Florida Journal of Undergraduate Research
University of Hawaii Working Papers in Linguistics
University of La Verne Law Review
University of Manitoba Journal of Translation (focus on China)
University of Melbourne : Symposium Transcripts (Masculinities: Art, Gender and Popular Culture)
University of Melbourne Collections magazine (2007-2009)
University of Nebraska Studies in Language, Literature, and Criticism (1911-1938)
University of Pennsylvania Working Papers in Linguistics
University of Queensland Working Papers in Linguistics (2007 only)
University of Sussex Journal of Contemporary History
University of Toronto Art Journal
University of Tromso working papers on language and linguistics
University of Western Ontario Medical Journal (Just indexing Vol. 78, No. 1 – the History of Medicine special issue)
UNLV : Phi Alpha Theta Journal
Unscrunched
UOC Papers
Urban cinefile
Urban Design (formerly UD Quarterly)
Urban History Newsletter, The
Urban re/inventors
USC Annenberg : online journalism review
USF Discourse
Utah Foreign Language Review
V&A Conservation Journal
V&A Online Journal (not to be confused with the V&A Conservation Journal Online)

Value + created review

Value + Created Review (contemporary furniture design)


Vanderbilt e-Journal of Luso-Hispanic Studies

Vanderbilt journal of entertainment and technology law

Vanderbilt Undergraduate Research Journal

Variaciones Borges journal (Borges and Borgesian studies)

Vectors: journal of culture and technology in a dynamic vernacular

Vegueta: Revista de la Facultad de Geografía e Historia

Velox: critical approaches to contemporary film

Velvet magazine (Greek, in English)

Verbatim: The Language Quarterly

Verbum: Analecta Neolatina

Verbum et Ecclesia

Veritas

Vermont History Journal

Versification: An Electronic Journal of Literary Prosody

Verso e Reverso

Vertenes

Vertigo Magazine

Vesalius: journal of the International Society for the History of Medicine

Vestnik: The Journal of Russian and Asian Studies

Video Business: a Variety group newsweekly

Vidimus

View: journal of the Library of American Landscape History

View Camera
Viewpoints. (Middle East Institute, Washington. Including six special issues on the current state of crafts and the fine arts in the Middle East, 2009/2010)

Views

Views : Newsletter of the Visual Materials Section, Society of American Archivists

Viking Society for Northern Research : Memorial Lectures Series

Viking Society for Northern Research : Research Text Series

Villes et Territories du Moyen-Orient

Vincentian Heritage

Vingtième Siècle. Revue d’histoire

Viola de Gamba Society Journal

Virginia Quarterly Review

Virginia Review of Asian Studies

Virose

Virtual Archaeology Review

Vis-a-vis : explorations in anthropology

Vis-a-vis: Explorations in Anthropology Radical Anthropology

Visions of Research in Music Education (2007-2010)

Visnyk (American Association for Ukrainian Studies)

Visual culture & gender

Visual Culture and Gender

visual:design:scholarship.

Vital Poetics

Vitruvius : arts journal for the metaverse (Second Life)

Voces Novae : Chapman University Historical Review

Voice : AIGA Journal of Design

Voice of History (Nepalese history)

Voices : a world forum for music therapy

Voices : journal of the Assoc. for Feminist Anthropology
Voices journal (music therapy)
voiceXchange: a Graduate Music Student Journal of the University of Chicago
Voix et images
Vokus
Volume Magazine: Yale’s music magazine
Volume5: art, architecture and construction in the new millennium
Vostocnoevropejskij archeologiceskij zurnal
w. end ave.: an e-journal of culture and politics
Wabey Notes
Wacana Seni: journal of arts discourse.
Wagadu: Journal of Transnational Women’s and Gender Studies
Walt Whitman Quarterly Review
Warring States Papers
Washington College Review: a liberal arts journal
Washington Historical Quarterly, The
Watcher Junior
Watermark (California State University)
Watermark, The (Archivists and Librarians in the History of the Health Sciences)
Web journal of French media studies
Web Journal of Mass Communication Research
Web Journal on Cultural Patrimony
Web journal on cultural patrimony (WJCP)
Webcomics Review (archive)
Weber studies
Webology
Wellcome History
We-make-money-not-art
West Africa review
West Virginia Historical Society Quarterly
Western Association for Art Conservation newsletter
Western Buddhist Review
Western Pennsylvania History (1918-2009)
Westminster Papers in Communication and Culture
What's new in building
White Crane
White Fungus
White Review, The
White Whale Review
Whole Earth and associated titles
Whoosh! (Xena Studies)
Wi : journal of mobile media
Wider Screen
Widescreen (Film Studies)
Wild Duck Review
William and Mary Quarterly
William Faulkner Journal
William James Studies (Philosophy)
Windows in Time (History of nursing)
Wire
Wired archive
WLA Journal
Women and gender in Chinese studies review
Women and performance : a journal of feminist theory
Women in German : Book Reviews
Women in Judaism
Women in Judaism: a multidisciplinary journal
Women’s Studies in Communication
Women’s Studies Section Newsletter
Word
Word Ways (journal of puzzles, palindromes, word games, etc)
WordPlay: English Subject Centre Magazine, The
Words & Silences
Words Without Borders (just the reviews)
Wordsworth Circle, The
Working paper series of the ESCR Centre for Research on Socio-Cultural Change
Working Papers: Center for Austrian Studies
Working papers in art and design
Working papers in linguistics
Working Papers in Romance Languages
Working Papers of the Centre for British Studies at Humbolt University, Berlin
Working Papers of the Open Anthropology Cooperative Press
Working Papers of the Program of African Studies (Northwestern University)
Working Papers Series of the David C. Lam Institute for East-West Studies
Working Papers series of the Joan Shorstein Center on the Press, Politics, and Public Policy
Working Papers Series of the Princeton University Center for Arts and Cultural Policy Studies
Working with English
Working with English: medieval and modern language, literature and drama
Works & Conversations
World Cultures
World History Review
World libraries
World Picture
World Sugar History Newsletter
WorldArchitectureNews.com
Worlds & Knowledge Otherwise
Worldview magazine (1958-1985) (Carnegie Council, ethics)
WRECK: graduate journal of art history, visual art & theory
Writers Online
Writing Center Journal
Writing Pad, The: Discussion Papers
Writing technologies
Writing Women: A Newsletter for the 18th- and 19th-Century British Women Writers Association
WWD
Yale Journal for Humanities in Medicine (Just indexing the essays and reviews)
Yale Law Journal (Also has articles on ethics, historical topics, media studies of TV crime shows, etc)
Yale Philosophy Review
Yale Review of Books
Yale Undergraduate Journal of Art and Art History
YC: Journal of the National Association for the Education of Young Children
Yemen Update On-line
YFEN
YLEM Journal
York Papers in Linguistics
Zarez
Zeek: a Jewish Journal of Thought and Culture
Zehar: Revista de Arteleku
Zeitschrift für Kritische Musikpädagogik
Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik

Zeitschrift Schreiben : schreiben in Schule, Hochschule und Beruf

Ziff Journal (Africa, Dhow sailing culture and history)

Zubiri Foundation

Zyzzyva

Φιλοσοφία : International Journal of Philosophy